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Preface
Most chapters in this thesis are revised versions of previously written arti-
cles. Chapter 2 is a revised version of Vlaar and Palm (1993a). Chapter 3
originates from Vlaar (1992). Chapter 4 is based on Vlaar and Palm (1993b),
whereas chapter 5 originates from Cavaglia, Koedijk and Vlaar (1994). Chap-
ter 6 closely resembles Vlaar (1994) and finally appendix A is a revised version
of Vlaar (1993).
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This thesis consists of five empirical studies on exchange rates and risk premia
within the European Monetary System. It aims to give a better understand-
ing of the consequences of exchange rate bands on exchange rate stability and
on interest rate dynamics. By way of introduction and for further reference,
a brief history of the EMS will be first given. After that, some background on
the empirical modeling of financial assets will be provided. Existing models
for financial market will be useful in giving insights into the way in which
price formation takes place in the EMS. We will continue with a critical ex-
amination of the literature on exchange rate bands. Finally, an outline of
the contributions of this thesis will be presented.
1.1 A brief history of the European
Monetary System
Since the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system of fixed but adjustable
exchange rates in the early 1970s, European countries have sought ways to
limit mutual exchange rate fluctuations. This was seen as one of the necessary
prerequisites to come to a further integration between the countries of the
European Community. Also, there were already plans to come to a monetary
union in the longer run. In April 1972 the efforts led to the so-called "Snake"
arrangement between the six EC countries (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands) and three members-in-waiting (Denmark,
Ireland and the UK). Within the Snake, bilateral exchange rate movements
were limited to stay within relatively small bands (2.25%). However, es-
pecially since the first OPEC oil price shock which led to different levels
of unemployment and inflation in different European countries, the system
started to erode. Devaluations and revaluations became common practice,
and some countries even had to leave the Snake.
As the Snake proved incapable of delivering exchange rate stability, it
was replaced by the European Monetary System (EMS), in March 1979. The
main element of the EMS is its Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) in which
all EC members except the UK participated. In the ERM each currency has
a central rate expressed in the European Currency Unit (ECU). These central
rates determine a grid of bilateral central rates (the parities) around which
fluctuation margins of ±2.25% (±6% for the Italian lira) are established.
In order to keep the bilateral rates within the margins, the participating
countries are obliged to intervene in the foreign exchange market if a bilateral
rate hits the boundary of the band. For this purpose, special credit facilities
have been established'. Instead of defending the parities, it is also possible
to adjust them (to realign), but this is only possible if all members agree. In
the economic literature, an arrangement as the ERM is called an exchange
rate target zone.
In order to illustrate the working of the ERM, the French franc D-mark
rate, together with its fluctuation band, is shown in figure 1.1. In the early
years of the EMS, the exchange rate mechanism was not very successful. Due
to the lack of policy coordination between member states, parity realignments
were common practice. Each country pursued its own economic policy and
whenever this policy resulted in an exchange rate that was not in line with
the central parities, the parities were adjusted. Especially from 1981 to 1983
tensions in the ERM were substantial due to the expansionary economic
policy of the French socialist government (the Mitterand experiment).
After the March 1983 realignment, the ERM entered its second phase.
It was agreed on that more emphasis should be laid on policy coordination.
In practice, this meant that the ERM became a greater Deutchemark area
(see Giavazzi and Giovannini, 1989). Germany, the country with the lowest
inflation and the strongest currency, provided a monetary anchor for the
'Apart from the bilateral central rates, the ECU central rates were also given a role in
the system. Whenever a currency's ECU price diverges more than 0.75% from its agreed
central rate, the concerned country is supposed to take action. In practice however, this
divergence indicator has not been very important since a policy response is not obliged in
these circumstances.
system. The other countries pegged their currencies to the D-mark and
started to follow macroeconomic policies required to converge to German
economic standards. Thereby, these currencies gained both exchange rate
stability and credibility of their monetary policy (see Giavazzi and Pagano,
1988). As a result of the growing economic convergence, both the number
and the size of realignments declined.
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The system was further strengthened in September 1987 with the Basle-
Nyborg agreement. In this agreement, the credit facilities were extended to
include intramarginal interventions. Moreover, the ERM members agreed to
lay more emphasis on the use of interest differentials to defend the parities
and to make fuller use of the fluctuation band. Especially this last point is
clearly visible for the French franc. The franc quite often reached the ceiling
of the band, whereas before the agreement the French monetary authorities
tried to keep the exchange rate in the middle of the band. Apart from the
technical devaluation of the Italian lira in January 1990, which was accom-
panied by a narrowing of its fluctuation band to ±2.25%, no realignments
took place until September 1992. In this relatively stable period the Spanish
peseta (June 1989), the British pound (October 1990) and the Portuguese
escudo (April 1992) also joined the exchange rate mechanism, with wide
(±6%) fluctuation margins. The perceived success of the system during this
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period led to plans for the realization in three stages of a European Monetary
Union (EMU), formulated by the Delors Committee (1989). The optimism
reached its peak with the agreement on the Maastricht Treaty in December
1991. In this treaty, among other things, the specific interpretation of the
three phases described by the Delors committee and a precise time schedule
for their implementation was agreed upon. Also, the conditions under which
members could join the monetary union were described.
With the rejection of the Maastricht Treaty in the Danish referendum
of June 1992, the optimism on the working of the ERM started to erode.
At least three factors contributed to the growing doubts. First, although
inflation levels had been converging over the years, some of the currencies
were clearly overvalued. The Italian lira for instance, had undergone a real
appreciation of almost 40% relative to the D-mark since 1979 due to the per-
sistently high Italian inflation rates. The British pound was probably also
misaligned, due to the too high rate at which the pound had entered the
mechanism. Second, the German unification in July 1990 had led to rela-
tively high inflation rates in Germany. In order to prevent even higher infla-
tion rates, the Bundesbank had raised the interest rates. Due to arbitrage,
the other ERM members had no other choice but to follow the Bundesbank,
which resulted in problematically high interest rates in Europe. Third, the
criteria for admission to the EMU gave rise to serious doubts about the feasi-
bility of one EMU for all participating countries. The consequences of these
doubts were even enlarged by the recent abolishment of capital controls,
which had made the system more vulnerable for speculation. Tensions con-
tinued to build up and reached a peak just before the French referendum on
the Maastricht Treaty in September 1992, which predicted outcome was also
close to rejection. The Italian lira and British pound were forced to leave the
system due to severe speculative pressures. Since then, all currencies, except
the Dutch guilder and the D-mark, have been under attack. For the Spanish
peseta, the Portuguese escudo and the Irish punt these speculative pressures
have resulted in devaluations.
On August 2, 1993, the speculative pressures on the system reached their
climax. All bands, except those for the guilder - D-mark rate, were enlarged
to ±15%, in order to prevent a total collapse of the system. Although this
measure was announced as a temporary one, it is unknown when (or if) the
old margins will be restored.
1.2 Empirical modeling of financial assets
Most empirical studies on exchange rates are concerned with US dollar rates.
These exchange rates, like other asset prices, exhibit leptokurtic behavior
(fatter tails than usual), clusters of high and low volatility, but no significant
serial correlation. These stylized facts can be reproduced by means of an
Auto-Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH, see Engle, 1982)
specification or one of its generalizations. The characteristic of an ARCH(q)
model is the autoregressive structure in the conditional variance of the model
A? = <*„+ !>,•£?_,. (1.1)
where /i^ is the conditional variance of the model and where e?_, is the
squared disturbance at time <-i. In order to assure that the conditional
variance is always positive, the a; parameters are restricted to be positive.
By specifying the current conditional variance as a function of the lagged
squared innovations, the persistence in volatility is modeled. Moreover, it
can be shown that ARCH-like heteroskedasticity causes the kurtosis of the
unconditional distribution to be higher than that of the conditional distrib-
ution, thereby explaining the leptokurtic behavior.
The successes of the ARCH specification have led to numerous generaliza-
tions to accommodate more facts of the real world (see the survey article by
Bera and Higgins, 1993). The most important generalization was the intro-
duction of the Generalized ARCH (GARCH) model by Bollerslev (1986). In
this specification, the conditional variance is a linear function of both the past
squared innovations and of lagged conditional variances. The GARCH(p, 9)
specification looks like
(1-2)
This specification can be interpreted as an ARMA model for the variance.
Another interesting modification is the Exponential-GARCH (EGARCH)
specification of Nelson (1991). In this model an asymmetric conditional
variance function is specified. This asymmetry takes account of the so called
leverage effect: the negative correlation between volatility and past returns,
which can be observed especially in the stock market. Large losses easily lead
to panic reactions in the market, resulting in much volatility. Large gains on
the other hand are not likely to result in increased uncertainty. In order to
specify the model define e* = rçj/ij, where 7y< is independent and identically
distributed with expectation zero and variance one. To avoid nonnegativity
restrictions, the logarithmic specification of Geweke (1986) is used.
log(^) = ao + £ "tf (*-•) + E /?, log(A?_,-), (1.3)
where
$0/i) = fy« + 7 [ M - £ M ] . (1.4)
The first expression on the right hand side of equation (1.4) takes account of
the leverage effect (0 is expected to be negative), whereas the second term
produces the ARCH effect (if 7 is positive an unexpectedly large innovation
results in a higher conditional variance).
This specification turned out be quite successful when applied to stock
market data. The interpretation of the leverage effect on exchange rate data
is less obvious however. A rise in the exchange rate at the same time implies a
positive return for investors on one side of the market and a loss for investors
on the other side. Therefore, it is not clear whether a depreciation should be
interpreted as a positive or a negative return.
Since their introduction, the ARCH-like specifications have been very
popular in econometrics. The recent survey article by Bollerslev, Chou, and
Kroner (1992) cited more than 300 papers applying these or closely related
techniques. Most of these studies conclude that the G ARCH specification is
very successful in accounting for the conditional heteroskedasticity, but not
so in explaining the high kurtosis, especially when applied to high frequency
(daily or weekly) financial data.
That is why other distributions than the normal one, with or without
GARCH specification, have been applied (for examples to free-float exchange
rate changes see for instance McFarland, Pettit and Sung, 1982, 1987; So,
1987; Boothe and Glassman, 1987; Tucker and Pond, 1988; Akgiray and
Booth, 1988; Jorion, 1988; Hsieh, 1989; Baillie and Bollerslev, 1989). Can-
didate distributions with fatter tails than the normal one are among others
the Student-i, a normal-Poisson mixture, a discrete mixture of normals, a
generalized error distribution, a normal-lognormal distribution and a sta-
ble Paretian distribution. Most studies on daily or weekly US dollar data
conclude that the Student-i distribution together with a GARCH(1,1) spec-
ification captures the stylized facts appropriately. ; .,
Since ERM currencies have to stay within a target zone, their statistical
properties can be expected to differ from those for free-float rates. As long as
no realignment occurs, the changes of the rates have to be small and mean-
reverting in order to stay within the band. At times of realignments however,
large depreciations can occur (see figure 1.1) resulting in much fatter tails
of the distribution of the ERM currencies than for the free-float currencies.
Moreover, since all realignments within the EMS meant devaluations relative
to the Deutsche mark, the distributions of all ERM currencies expressed in
terms of the D-mark are positively skewed. Therefore, symmetric distribu-
tions such as the Student-i or the generalized error distribution are unlikely
to give appropriate results. The stable Paretian distribution is probably also
less suitable as the unconditional variance of this distribution does not ex-
ist (except in the limiting case of a normal distribution), so that it can not
account for GARCH effects. We will use a normal distribution, combined
with a stochastic jump process instead. The jump size will be assumed to
be normally distributed and for the jump intensity the Poisson specification
(also used in Nieuwland, Verschoor and Wolff, 1991) will be compared to the
Bernoulli one. As the sum of normal variâtes is also normally distributed,
the resulting distributions are respectively a normal-Poisson mixture and a
discrete mixture of normals.
1.3 The target zone literature
In recent years, a large number of studies on target zones has appeared*. The
theoretical research mainly focuses on the influence of a known intervention
policy on expectations. Starting point for this literature is the seminal paper
by Krugman (1991). Krugman assumed the exchange rate, like other assets,
to be a function of the current aggregate "fundamental" and the expected
change in the exchange rate. In order to simplify, this relation was taken to
be linear
See the survey articles by Svensson (1992a) and Bertola (1993).
8where s(<) denotes the exchange rate and /(£) the aggregate fundamental.
The aggregate fundamental incorporates all kinds of economic variables
that might influence the exchange rate (like the domestic and foreign money
supplies, output levels, price levels, the foreign interest rate, etc.). The tar-
get zone literature typically assumes this fundamental to be an unobserved
variable^, which has two components. The one part follows a known stochas-
tic process, namely a Brownian motion (a continuous time random walk),
whereas the other part is controlled (in a publicly known manner) by the
monetary authorities, in order to accommodate the requirements of the ex-
change rate system. The differences between the proposed models stem from
the way the fundamental is regulated by the authorities. All of them assume
that both the stochastic process and the way in which regulation occurs is
fully known to the market, and believed to hold forever.
In the Krugman model, it is assumed that the monetary authorities only
intervene at the margins. Furthermore, it is assumed that the amount of
the interventions will always be just enough to keep the spot rate within the
band, meaning that the band is fully credible. In this case, the relationship
between the fundamentals and the exchange rate will be S-shaped. Due
to the forward looking nature of rational agents, the presence of the band
and possible interventions by the monetary authorities drive the exchange
rate away from the edges towards the center of the band. The asymptotic
unconditional distribution of the exchange rate will be U-shaped under these
conditions.
Lindberg and Sôderlind (1991) on the other hand find an unconditional
bell-shaped distribution when considering intra-marginal interventions.
Bertola and Caballero (1992) introduce the probability of a realignment
in this framework. In their model, the public knows the exact probability (p)
that the monetary authorities support the strong currency if the margin is
reached. In that case, a realignment takes place and the spot rate will jump to
the new central parity. If the weak currency is supported, interventions will
lead to a jump to the old central rate. Within the margins, the probability of
a realignment is zero. In this setting the relationship between the exchange
rate and the fundamentals can be completely opposite (the inverted S) to
the one in the standard Krugman model. The shape depends on p.
~*An exception to this rule is the work of Pesaran and Samiei (1992).
The basic workhorse behind all these models is the no arbitrage argument.
If the public knew exactly how the monetary authorities are going to react in
each state of the world and if they were risk neutral, the expected arbitrage
gains would be immediately exploited. As a consequence, the spot rate would
move in such a way that arbitrage opportunities were removed'*.
Since in reality the intervention policy is not known (and certainly not
exactly of the form suggested in these articles, see figure 1.1) and since the
models are not robust to a change in this perceived policy, it is not surprising
that there is not much empirical support for the target zone model (Flood,
Rose and Mathieson, 1991; Meese and Rose, 1990; Beetsma, 1993; De Jong,
1993).
Moreover, as will be shown in chapters 3, 4 and 5, it seems that expected
opportunities, based on our model predictions, are not always exploited by
the market, making the theoretical foundation of these models highly ques-
tionable (see also Krugman and Miller, 1992, for a critical evaluation of the
assumptions underlying the target zone model).
Since in the real world, fully credible target zones are rather exceptional,
more attention has been paid to realignments. The most popular modifica-
tion of the target zone models has been suggested by Bertola and Svensson
(1993) in the so-called second generation target zone models. They intro-
duce a second state variable determining the exchange rate (apart from the
previous composite fundamental), namely stochastic devaluation risk. If the
stochastic process of this variable is also known to be a Brownian motion
(possibly with drift), it can be shown that the relationship between the new
composite fundamental and the exchange rate uni/iin t/ie 6anrf (the devia-
tion of the spot rate from its central parity) is similar to the ones in the fully
credible target zone models. In that case, the exchange rate within the band
should exhibit mean reversion.
For empirical work, they suggest to deduce the expected rate of realign-
ment (realignment probability times its expected size) as the difference be-
tween the total expected depreciation (using the uncovered interest parity)
"*This argument forms also the main foundation of the speculative attack literature in
which the timing of realignments is based on the magnitude of the international reserves,
see the review of Blackburn and Sola (1993). For applications of this framework on target
zones, see Krugman and Rotemberg (1990) and Dumas and Svensson (1991).
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and the expected depreciation within the band (using a time series model)*.
However, most empirical applications show that the resulting rate of realign-
ment shows a very volatile behavior, which contradicts the assumption of a
Brownian motion. If this second state variable can indeed jump, the result-
ing expected behavior of the exchange rate within the band can be almost
anything, so no similarity with credible target zones is to be expected.
The fact that strong mean-reversion is usually found for the exchange
rate within the band is hardly surprising. By construction, this variable is
bounded between relatively small margins (±2.25%), so this variable can not
have a unit root. If the spot rate is currently at the top of the band, it will
either appreciate, or devalue, in which case it is not likely to depreciate to
the top of the new band immediately. Only if this currency stays at the top
forever, "mean"-reversion will not be detected®.
Very likely, the expected depreciation within the band is by itself influ-
enced by the pro6a6i7iiy of a realignment (and not only by the occurrence
of a realignment). In figure 1.1 for instance, it can be seen that the French
franc D-mark rate jumps to the top of the band, probably in anticipation of
an upcoming realignment, just before the devaluations of the French franc
in March 1983 and January 1987. In our view, changes within the band and
changes of the band should not be separated.
Also, one might question the point in deriving the rate of realignment.
The main reason why expected parity changes are of interest is that these
might tell us something about the expected future spot rate (which seems
to be the ultimate goal). Here however, the exercise is performed the other
way around: given the expected depreciation (using UIP) the expected rate
of realignment is derived.
A totally different approach to model realignments was followed by Edin
and Vredin (1991). They deduce the effects of devaluations for the Nordic
countries in a two stage procedure. In the first stage they estimate the prob-
ability of a realignment by means of a probit model on some economic funda-
mentals and in the second stage the effects (the size) of a realignment, condi-
*Rose and Svensson (1991), Svensson (1993) and Frankel and Phillips (1991) use this
framework to estimate the realignment risk for the EMS.
* If observations after realignments are deleted from the sample, mean-reversion will
not necessarily be detected.
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tional on a realignment. This procedure suggests that realignment weeks are
fundamentally different from other weeks. However, for ERM currencies this
is doubtful for two reasons. First of all, it is unlikely that the economic con-
ditions in realignment weeks differ fundamentally from the ones in the weeks
preceding a realignment. Since a realignment is based on a multilateral polit-
ical decision, the timing is not only determined by economic circumstances.
Second (and more importantly), if we look at the effects of a devaluation,
again it is not certain that weeks in which a realignment took place are
that different. A devaluation is not always accompanied by a comparably
large depreciation in the same week since the fluctuation margins might be
overlapping. Within the ERM most devaluations are anticipated for, and
on several occasions a devaluation was even accompanied by an appreciation
(see figure 1.1). Since both the reasons for and the effects of realignments are
also present in other than realignment weeks, it might be more interesting
to integrate exchange rate movements within the band and the movements
of the band (realignments).
1.4 Outline of this thesis
The starting point of the theoretical target zone literature, as discussed in the
previous section, is the publicly known reaction of the monetary authorities
to changes in the "fundamentals". In this thesis on the other hand, it will be
assumed that the market does not know how the authorities will react. This
uncertainty will be the main driving force behind our models. Large changes
in the economic fundamentals can only be incorporated in the exchange rate
if the parities are realigned. This means that if a realignment is agreed on,
not only the effects of the just announced news item are transmitted into the
new parity, but also other changes in the economic environment since the
last realignment. Therefore, relatively small changes (good or bad) can have
large implications for expectations. These implications are even enlarged by
the uncertain political dimension of realignments, which make devaluations
extremely difficult to predict. As a consequence, the market easily panics,
resulting in sudden large depreciations within the band, even if the politicians
are really willing to sustain the parities.
In chapter 2, these volatile movements within the band are, together
with the depreciations resulting from the large devaluations, modeled by
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means of stochastic jumps. The jump size is assumed to be normally distrib-
uted with a positive mean (on average a depreciation) and a high variance
(much volatility). For the intensity of the jumps, the Poisson distribution,
which has been used in empirical work on exchange rates before (see e.g.
Jorion, 1988; Nieuwland, Verschoor and Wolff, 1991), is compared with the
Bernoulli one, which is far easier to estimate. Other aspects of the model
are an MA specification to take account of the stabilizing effects of the in-
tervention policy and a GARCH specification to model the persistence in
volatility.
Using weekly data on six ERM currencies in terms of the D-mark, it is
shown that these jumps are very important for the model specification. If
the jumps are not included, the negative MA term is not always detected
and the GARCH specification becomes explosively nonstationary for several
currencies. The differences between the Bernoulli and Poisson specifications
are negligible. For most currencies, both specifications pass an adjusted
goodness-of-fit test (see appendix A). For the other currencies, a discrete
mixture of three normals, which can be interpreted as a normal distribution
combined with two independent jump processes, is preferred. Finally, the
six ERM currencies are estimated in a multivariate setting. Most results
are similar to the univariate ones, but, as expected, the efficiency of the
parameter estimates improved.
In chapter 3, the Bernoulli jump specification of the models of chapter 2
is endogenized. As the economies of the ERM countries have been converging
over the years, one might expect the influence of the jumps in our models to
have declined. This is modeled by making the probability of a jump a func-
tion of economic fundamentals that influence the realignment probability. It
is shown that both a positive inflation differential with Germany and a trade
balance deficit significantly increase the probability of a jump. Another mod-
ification of the models is the inclusion of an error-correction term, measuring
the deviation of the spot rate from its current central parity. These models
are estimated from weekly data from April 1979 to December 1990. With
the models, predictions are made for the period January 1991 to September
1992. First it is shown that the models outperform the random walk, in
mean squared forecast error, when making one to four weeks ahead predic-
tions. Second, the one week ahead 95% forecast intervals are given. They
have decreased substantially over the years, reflecting the increased credi-
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bility. Finally, it is shown that the models can be used to select weeks in
which it is save to invest in the weak ERM currencies, thereby exploiting the
interest differentials within the EMS.
In order to find an explanation for their existence, these excess returns
(deviations from uncovered interest parity) are modeled themselves in chap-
ter 4. As the excess returns incorporate the realized depreciations, the mod-
els resemble the ones for the exchange rates. Two modifications are made.
First, the conditional standard deviation of the models is incorporated in
the mean equation, in order to model the risk return tradeoff. Second, the
trade balance is deleted from the jump specification to avoid multicollinear-
ity problems. The results are similar to the ones found for the exchange rate
changes, so the interest differential does not compensate for these regularities.
Two sources for excess returns are found. First, uncertainty, measured by
the conditional standard deviation. The inflation differential is an important
source for this uncertainty. Second, changes in the perceived realignment
probability. These changes cause the excess returns to be negatively corre-
lated and result in a positive relationship between the position of the spot
rate in the band and the expected excess return. Plots of the expected excess
returns, which under the assumption of market efficiency and rational agents
represent risk premia, show that they are highly volatile and substantial,
reflecting the changing uncertainty in the EMS.
In chapter 5 survey data on exchange rate expectations are used. It is
shown that for most currencies both the survey forecasts and the forward
rates were outside the fluctuation band most of the time, until April 1990.
Moreover, the survey expectations show very volatile behavior. These find-
ings are in accordance with our assumption of positive and constantly chang-
ing perceived realignment risk. Finally, the survey data are used to construct
an ex-ante measure of the risk premium, which is not affected by possible
systematic forecast errors. A significant relationship is found between this
ex-ante measure and the inflation differential with Germany.
Chapter 6 investigates a possible reason for the near collapse of the
system in August 1993. Almost all participating countries experienced spec-
ulative attacks against their currencies, whereas only some of them were
clearly overvalued. In the financial press the high German interest rates
were viewed as the main cause. In order to investigate whether these rates
were indeed high, a reaction function for the German call money rate in the
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1980s, based only on the domestic German situation, is estimated. By means
of a dynamic simulation, it is shown that the German call money rate was
indeed ±1.5% higher than expected from the end of 1991 on. When this
reaction function is applied to the other ERM countries, the simulated call
money rate, which can be interpreted as the preferred interest rate based
only on domestic circumstances, turns out to be substantially lower than the
German rate since 1990 - 1991. The difference generally increased sometimes
to more than 3%. To investigate its influence on the exchange rate mech-
anism, the difference between the expected German interest rate and the
simulated European country rate, which can be interpreted as an indicator
of the cost of losing monetary independence due to the membership of the
ERM, is included as an additional explanatory variable for the jump proba-
bility in the models of chapter 3. For two out of four currencies investigated,
the difference significantly increases the probability of a jump.
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the main results and discusses some pol-
icy implications. Appendix A reviews the test statistics that are used
throughout the thesis, appendix B describes the moments of the Bernoulli
and Poisson mixtures of normals and appendix C provides the data sources.
Chapter 2
A time series model for weekly
EMS exchange rates
2.1 Introduction
In empirical work, the ERM has not yet received much attention. Most em-
pirical studies on exchange rates are concerned with US dollar rates. These
exchange rates exhibit leptokurtic behavior (fatter tails than usual), clusters
of high and low volatility, but not significant serial correlation. These styl-
ized facts can be reproduced by means of an ARCH (Engle, 1982) or GARCH
(Bollerslev, 1986) specification. However, especially for high frequency finan-
cial data, the GARCH specification cum normal innovations can not fully
explain the leptokurtic behavior. That is why several authors used other
distributions than the normal one, such as the student-^, a discrete mixture
of normals, a generalized error distribution or a normal-Poisson distribution
(e.g. Jorion, 1988; Hsieh, 1989; Baillie and Bollerslev, 1989).
Since the ERM currencies have to stay within a target zone, we should
expect their statistical properties to differ from those of the free-float rates.
As long as no realignment occurs, the changes of the rates have to be small
and mean-reverting in order to stay within the band. At times of realign-
ments however, large depreciations can occur resulting in much fatter tails
of the distribution of the ERM currencies than for the free-float currencies.
Moreover, since all realignments within the EMS meant a revaluation of the
Deutsche mark, the distributions of all ERM currencies expressed in terms
of the D-mark are positively skewed.
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In Nieuwland, Verschoor and Wolff (1991) these properties were mod-
eled by means of an ARCH(l) specification combined with a mixed normal-
Poisson distribution, as in Jorion (1988). The Poisson process generates
jumps, which might reproduce the discontinuities arising from (anticipations
of) parity adjustments.
In this chapter, we generalize these models in four directions, using weekly
observations on the D-mark rates of the Belgian franc, the Dutch guilder,
the French franc, the Danish krone, the Irish punt, the Italian lira and for
comparison reason the British pound and the US dollar, for the period April
4, 1979 to March 27, 1991.
First, a moving average (MA) specification is included to allow for the
stabilizing effects of the intervention policy. Second, the ARCH(l) specifi-
cation is replaced by the more general GARCH(1,1) specification. Third,
the normal-Poisson mixture is compared to mixtures of two, three and four
normal distributions, respectively which can be more easily estimated and
interpreted than a Poisson mixture. The inclusion of a jump process reduces
the influence of outliers on the MA-GARCH specification, and accounts for
skewness and high excess kurtosis. Economic explanations for the presence
of outliers are speculative attacks inside the band and realignments. Fourth,
the six ERM currencies are estimated in a multivariate setting. An MA(1)-
GARCH(l,l)-Bernoulli-normal model is estimated assuming a constant cor-
relation matrix and an identical jump probability for all currencies.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 describes the data,
section 2.3 contains the statistical models, section 2.4 provides empirical
results and section 2.5 summarizes the main results.
2.2 The data
The data consist of 626 weekly Wednesday closing rates from the London
Eurocurrency market in terms of the Deutsche mark from April 4, 1979 to
March 27, 1991. All data are taken from Datastream. As the data series were
reported in terms of the UK pound, we computed D-mark rates, assuming
perfect arbitrage. The countries under consideration are those participating
in the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS since the beginning (3/13/79),
that is Belgium, France, Denmark, Ireland, Italy and the Netherlands, and
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for reason of comparison, the US and the UK. For the UK pound only the
free-float period (until October 8, 1990) is considered.
In figure 2.1, the currencies are shown, together with their fluctuation
bands. Several things are striking from these charts. ERM currencies be-
have very differently from free-float currencies. The target zone limits the
exchange rate movements, resulting in much less volatile behavior for the
ERM currencies than for the free-float currencies, most of the time. If the
parities are realigned however, very large depreciations can occur, especially
if the fluctuation bands are not overlapping and/or if the devaluation was
not foreseen by the market. Large depreciations sometimes also occur within
the band. These movements are probably due to market anticipations of an
upcoming devaluation. Since the political willingness to sustain the parities
is not known by the market, a small change in the expected probability of a
realignment, for instance due to the announcement of an economic indicator
or political news, has a relatively large effect on expectations, resulting in
volatile behavior within the band. Finally, especially for the Dutch guilder
the volatility has declined over the years, reflecting the increased credibility
of the guilder D-mark peg.
As can be seen in table 2.1, these different patterns result in quite different
statistical properties for the ERM currencies than for the free-float currencies.
The devaluations and large movements within the band lead to a very high
excess kurtosis for these currencies*, especially for the Belgian franc, the
French franc and the Irish punt. Moreover, as all parity adjustments in the
ERM meant devaluations relative to the D-mark, all currencies expressed in
the D-mark are positively skewed.
The first row of table 2.1 shows that the unit root hypothesis is rejected
for the deviation of the exchange rate from the central parity, (s—c). However,
if we do not account for realignments, the unit root hypothesis can no longer
be rejected. That is why the model will be estimated in first differences.
A time-varying second moment might be detected by (^^(25): a Box-
Pierce test applied to the squared data (Bollerslev, 1988). However, this
test statistic requires a finite fourth moment, which might be doubtful for
our data given the high kurtosis. That is why we also report the Box-Pierce
test for the absolute value of the exchange rate changes (Q|<.|(25)), which
'if devaluation weeks are excluded from the sample, the kurtosis remains much higher
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requires only a finite second moment. It turns out that the absolute changes
are indeed significantly correlated for all currencies, except the French franc,
whereas the null hypothesis of no serial correlation in the squared data was































































































































• The data consist of 626 weekly Wednesday spot rates, expressed in domestic cur-
rency per D-mark, from April 4, 1979 to March 27, 1991. For the British pound
the sample runs until October 3, 1990.
• s is the log D-mark rate and c is the log central parity.
is the augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic with a constant and one lag of
the differenced series. The 5% critical value is -2.87.
Pe(l) is the first order serial correlation coefficient.
Qc(25), <3ej(25) and Q|e|(25) are Box-Pierce tests in the raw data, the squared data
and the absolute value of the data respectively.
Finally, the first order serial correlation coefficient /Je(l) and the Box-
Pierce statistic of the raw data (Qe(25)) are highly significant for all curren-
cies, except for the French franc and the US dollar, indicating serial corre-
lation in the series. However, these tests assume normality which is clearly
rejected for our data. The negative autocorrelation is probably due to the in-
tervention policy of the monetary authorities. The argument goes as follows.
Assume that the main objective of the monetary authorities is to stabilize
the exchange rate. By defending the parities, the exchange rate movements
are already bounded by the boundaries of the fluctuation band. However,
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since this band is quite wide^, substantial appreciations or depreciations are
also possible within the band. Moreover, if depreciations hold on for several
weeks, the monetary authorities might lose credibility, making a speculative
attack more probable. To prevent these adverse effects one might expect
that the effort made to stop a depreciation this week increases (decreases) in
the magnitude of depreciation (appreciation) last week.
Another reason for the negative correlation might be the rapidly changing
devaluation expectations. If the market expects a devaluation in the very
short term, for instance after an election, the monetary authorities might
be forced to intervene heavily if they want to support the current parity.
Just the apparent willingness to make this effort, if the exchange rate is not
devalued, might already decrease the expected realignment probability for
the next week.
2.3 The model
The results for the ERM countries presented in section 2.2 differ from those
for the free-float currencies. First of all, first differences of ERM rates ex-
hibit significant negative autocorrelation, due to the stabilizing effects of the
intervention policy. In the model this is accounted for by moving average
parameters, denoted by /^>,-.
A second aspect in which ERM exchange rates differ from free-float series
concerns the skewness. ERM exchange rates in terms of the D-mark are not
symmetric. As a consequence, symmetric distributions such as the normal,
student-2 or generalized error distribution are unlikely to give appropriate
results. We combine normal distributions and a stochastic jump process
to account for skewness and leptokurtosis. For the jump intensity (A) we
concentrate on the Bernoulli distribution (Ball and Torous, 1983) while the
Poisson distribution is also computed for comparison reason. The jump size
is assumed to be normally distributed with expectation 5 and variance £ .^
As the sum of normally distributed variables is also normally distributed,
^Over our sample period, the fluctuation band was 4.5% for all the currencies discussed
here except the Italian lira which had a fluctuation band of 12% until January 1990. This
wider band was also used for the new currencies in the ERM: the Spanish peseta, the
British pound and the Portuguese escudo. In September 1992, the British pound and the
Italian lira abandoned the system, and in August 1993 the bands for all exchange rates
except the guilder D-mark were enlarged to 30%.
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this combination results in discrete mixtures of normals. These distributions
can explain the skewness and the leptokurtic behavior of a series as will be
shown in appendix B.
It should be noticed that jumps are not the same as realignments. The
jumps are part of the stochastic process, and it is not possible to separate
observations with jumps from those without. The jumps model the outliers
in the data and, as can be seen from figure 2.1, these large movements do
not necessarily coincide with devaluations, but can also occur for instance
as a result of expected policy changes after an election (Ungerer et.al., 1990,
table 1), speculative attacks or changes in interest rates. If the fluctuation
margins before and after a devaluation are overlapping, a realignment need
not be accompanied by a large depreciation, especially if the timing of this
devaluation was rightly predicted by the market. The March 1983 realign-
ment for instance, was foreseen for all currencies except the Dutch guilder.
As a consequence, this realignment was not accompanied by a large depre-
ciation (by a jump) for the Belgian franc, the Danish krone and the Italian
lira.
A third feature of our models is a GARCH(p, ç) specification (Bollerslev,
1986) which takes account of the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity
in the data.
Finally, we should consider the interpretation of an intercept denoted by
/i. Since we estimate the model in first differences, this parameter represents
the slope of a deterministic time trend. Within the ERM, the presence of a
time trend would require frequent parity adjustments, or jumps in the op-
posite direction within the band. Although it is unlikely that a time trend
is significant, we estimate the models with intercept because it represents
part of the first moment of the data. If we would not include this term into
our specification, this first moment would affect 0. In that case, 5 could not
fully explain the third moment and first and third moments would not be
variation-free.
In order to specify the log-likelihood functions, we first write the model
as
r
As, = /* + A0+ £, + £&£,_,-, (2.1)
where £j is the disturbance, which has expectation 0 (see appendix B). The
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normal-Bernoulli log-likelihood function (ln(Z,Bem)) has the following form
= -|ln(27r) + g l n | L -- A
A
The normal-Poisson log-likelihood (ln(Lpo.j)) can be written as
^ ) = -TA-^ ln(2<) +
The GARCH(p, 9) specification is the same for the two models
In the economic literature stochastic jumps are mostly modeled by means
of a Poisson distribution (Ball and Torous, 1985; Feinstone, 1987; Akgiray
and Booth, 1988; Tucker and Pond, 1988; Jorion, 1988; Hsieh, 1989; Nieuw-
land et al., 1991; Ball and Roma, 1993). As can be seem from formula (2.3),
a difficulty with a Poisson function is that it contains an infinite sum. This
sum has to be truncated for the process to become estimable. Ball and
Torous (1985) give an upper limit for the truncation error. A truncation
after eleven terms seems to be appropriate for most applications''. Given an
appropriate truncation, we can estimate model (2.3), together with the mean
and variance specifications (2.1) and (2.4), by maximum likelihood. Even if
we truncate after only five terms maximum likelihood estimation (combining
(2.1), (2.3) and (2.4)) is quite complicated. The solution turns out to be
sensitive to the choice of the starting values. Ball and Torous (1985) sug-
gested to use the Bernoulli distribution to get starting values for the Poisson
distribution. This procedure is followed here.
error increases with A. In our application we truncate the sum after eleven terms,
but a truncation after five terms gave similar results.
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Both the GARCH specification and the jump process (see appendix B)
can explain the leptokurtic behavior of the series. Since the statistical and
economic motivations for GARCH effects and jumps are quite different we
choose a model specification that accounts for the two simultaneously. After
a jump has taken place (for instance a parity adjustment) volatility will be
high but gradually it will return to normal values when a new equilibrium
is reached. If we would not include GARCH, the large volatility following a
jump would mistakenly be taken for additional jumps. The jump intensity
would rise''.
2.4 Empirical results
The lengths of the lag structures for the MA and GARCH specifications have
been determined using a likelihood-ratio test with a 5% marginal significance
level. The critical values of this statistic are adjusted because nonnegativity
constraints (Kodde and Palm, 1986) of the GARCH parameters lead to a
test of a one-sided hypothesis.
Positivity of a, and /3, is enforced by estimating their square root, al-
though this is not strictly necessary for GARCH models of order higher than
(1,1) (Nelson and Cao, 1992). For the Bernoulli model A is forced between 0
and 1 by estimating fc in the expression A = (1 + exp(fc))"^.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 contain the empirical results of MA(r)-GARCH(p, 9)
models for each currency. Three different distributions are used to esti-
mate these models. The first is a normal distribution, the second a normal-
Bernoulli mixture and the last distribution is a normal-Poisson mixture. All
models are estimated with the maximum likelihood routine from the soft-
ware package Gauss using the algorithm of Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and
Shano (see Broyden, 1965).
In the models without stochastic jumps, negative autocorrelation is not
always present. For the French franc and the Italian lira, the MA parameter
is even positive, although not significant, whereas we expected a negative
sign from economic theory. These positive coefficients are probably caused
by two subsequent outliers with the same sign. By including jumps, the
influence of these outliers on the model specification declines.
•"Empirical examples of this phenomenon can be found for instance in Jorion (1988),
tables 3 and 4, and in Nieuwland et al. (1991), tables 4 and 6.





































































































































































































































































































































































Absolute asymptotic heteroskedasticity-consistent t-values are in parentheses.
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Furthermore, the estimated GARCH parameters for the Belgian franc,
the Dutch guilder and the French franc seem to be too high since they in-
dicate nonstationarity. The strict stationarity condition is not fulfilled for
these currencies: £[ln(/?i + aiZ')] > 0 with Z ~ 7V(0,1) (Nelson, 1990,
figure 1). The ai parameter for the Irish punt is also greater than one, vi-
olating the weak stationarity condition, but the strict stationarity condition
is fulfilled for this currency. The high values for the GARCH parameters can
be explained from misspecification. In these models, the increased volatility
resulting from a jump is probably captured by the high values of ai or /?i.
When jumps are taken into account, the MA parameter becomes negative
and significant for all ERM currencies and the GARCH specification is weakly
stationary for all currencies with r, p and ç being at most equal to one. The
GARCH(1,1) specification is appropriate for all series, except for the French
franc and the Danish krone, for which an ARCH(l) specification is sufficient.
In none of these specifications the intercept is significant.
The Bernoulli and Poisson specifications give similar results for all ERM
currencies. The estimated jump intensities are slightly higher for the Poisson
model, resulting in a lower jump size. For the Bernoulli model the jump
intensity (A) ranges from 2.3% (Belgian franc) to 9.4% (Italian lira). Since
we have 626 observations this means the estimated expected number of jumps
lies between 14 and 59. Given the fact that there have only been 12 parity
adjustments during the sample period, part of the jumps must have taken
place within the band, for instance, as a result of speculative attacks.
For the British pound and the US dollar the differences between the
two jump specifications are larger. However, the other parameters in these
models are very similar for both specifications.
For all currencies the expected jump size (5) is positive, which is in ac-
cordance with the positive skewness. It is significantly different from zero
(at the 5% level) for the French franc, the Danish krone, the Italian lira and
the US dollar.
Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that the standard deviation of the
jump size (£) is always much bigger than its mean (0). From this, we may
conclude that apart from large depreciations, jumps might also represent
large appreciations, for instance after an important policy announcement
(German unification). The influence on volatility is most important.
In order to check for the appropriateness of the model (which assumes
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normally distributed jump sizes and innovations), an adjusted Pearson chi-
square goodness-of-fit test (see appendix A) is performed on the residuals of
the estimated models. The adjustment concerns the classifying mechanism.
As the (standardized) residuals of a combined GARCH - jump model are












































































































































































































• The data consist of 626 weekly Wednesday spot rates from April 4, 1979 to March
27, 1991. For the British pound the sample runs until October 3, 1990.
is an adjusted Pearson goodness-of-fit test (see appendix A), performed on
a classification in 20 cells.
The Box-Pierce statistics Qj(25), Q<.:i(25) and Q|e|(25) and the skewness and excess
kurtosis are computed on normalized residuals (see appendix A).
* (**) [***] indicates significance at the 10% (5%) [1%] level.
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chi-square test), we classify the residuals according to the value of the cu-
mulative distribution function, for each residual. That is to say, we compute
the probability of getting a smaller value, than the one observed, for each
residual.
In the second column of table 2.3, the results of this test are shown for
a classification in 20 cells. The first row for each currency clearly shows the
inappropriateness of the MA-GARCH normal model for ERM currencies.
The smallest value of this X^(19) statistic, that for the Dutch guilder, is still
54. Also noticeable is the rejection according to this statistic of the model
for the British pound. Although the excess kurtosis and skewness for this
currency are much less extreme than for ERM currencies (see table 2.1),
normality is still rejected. The null hypothesis is not rejected for the US
dollar.
When stochastic jumps are included, the results improve tremendously.
Using the goodness-of-fit test, the mixture models are not rejected at the 5%
level for 6 out of 8 currencies. The only models that are rejected are those
for the French franc and the Irish punt. Notice also that the difference in
terms of fit between the Bernoulli and Poisson processes are negligible for
most currencies. All models that are accepted at the 5% level for the Poisson
distributed jumps are also accepted for the Bernoulli mixture.
The improvement of the fit for ERM currencies can also be seen from
the first column of table 2.3. The log-likelihood function increases by values
between 53 (Dutch guilder) and 280 (French franc) points when stochastic
jumps are included. Again the differences between the Poisson and Bernoulli
jump specifications are negligible. The largest difference between the two
log-likelihood values is 2.2 (Dutch guilder). The same is true for the British
pound and the US dollar, despite the large values for A for these currencies.
This indicatess that A does not have to be small for the Bernoulli jump
specification to be appropriate (as suggested by Ball and Torous, 1985).
Correlation in the residuals, the squared residuals and the absolute resid-
uals can be detected using the Box-Pierce statistics Qe(25), (3^(25) and
Q|e|(25). Notice that these tests assume normality. For the MA-GARCH-
normal models we can compute these test statistics for the standardized
residuals. For the normal mixtures however, this procedure will not be of
help. For these models we compute "normalized" residuals by means of the
cumulative distribution function (see appendix A). Given the values of the
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cumulative distribution function for the mixture models, we can compute
the normalized residuals by means of the inverse of the cumulative normal
distribution function.
Under the assumption of a correctly specified model, the residuals should
be independent. This can be checked by means of the Box-Pierce tests on the
normalized residuals. It turns out that the MA(1) specification appropriately
accounts for the correlation in the mean. The resulting autocorrelations in
the residuals are insignificant for all currencies, except the Irish punt. The
time-varying volatility seems to be correctly modeled as well, since both
the correlations in the squared residuals, and in the absolute residuals are
insignificant for most currencies.
The skewness and excess kurtosis statistics were also computed on nor-
malized residuals. These test statistics are asymptotically normally distrib-
uted with expectation 0 and variance 6/7" and 24/T respectively. The hy-
pothesis of normality is clearly rejected for all the MA-GARCH normal mod-
els, even for the US dollar. For the MA-GARCH Bernoulli-normal models
however, the results are much better. Only for the Irish punt, the excess
kurtosis of the normalized residuals is significant at the 5% level.
From these results we conclude that the mixture distributions perform
rather well for the weekly ERM exchange rates data, except for the French
franc and the Irish punt. One possible reason for the failure of the normal-
Bernoulli distribution to pass the goodness-of-fit test for these currencies
might be that the number of two normal distributions included in the mixture
is too low. A possible reason for adding a third normal distribution to the
mixture could be that the jump sizes at realignment dates are much larger
than for the jumps inside the band.
Table 2.4 shows the results of MA-GARCH models for mixtures of up
to 4 normal distributions and for the normal-Poisson mixture. The mix-
tures of normals are estimated as "models with jumps" in the sense that the
mean of the jump size 0, can vary with i and the variances of the second
to fourth distribution are estimated as V/lft,; = /i^ •+• 6?. This procedure
is preferred to that of specifying independent variances, since it seems rea-
sonable to assume that the same GARCH effect is present in all variances.
The weights of the separate distributions are determined by estimating ^ in
A, = abs(fc,)/(£jabs(A:j)), with Jfci = 1.



















































































































• 5C represents the Schwarz criterion which is given by: 5 C = — 2 ln(L)+
n ln(T), n = number of parameters.
P represents the p-value of the x^(19) goodness-of-fit test.
distributions. As the mixtures of two, three or four normals are not nested
in the Poisson-normal model, a standard likelihood ratio test cannot be ap-
plied to compare the models. We use the Schwarz (1978) criterion instead:
SC = —2 ln(Z/) + 1 ln(7"), where n is the number of parameters in the model.
This criterion formally requires independently and identically distributed ob-
servations and linear models. Tucker and Pond (1988) showed, by means of a
simulation experiment, that the criterion can also be used to discriminate be-
tween mixtures of normals and Poisson-normal models. The second criterion
is the adjusted Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit test.
The models with the lowest Schwarz criterion also pass the goodness-of-
fit test. For four out of eight currencies the Poisson mixture has the lowest
SC-value, but for these the Bernoulli mixture gives almost identical results.
For three currencies the mixture of three normals performs best, according
the SC criterion. Not surprisingly, these three currencies (plus the Italian
lira for which the mixture of three was also preferred to the mixture of two
normals) were exactly those which experienced large devaluations during the
sample period (see figure 2.1). In the mixture of three normals, these large
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devaluations were modeled by a separate jump process. For the US dollar
the normal distribution shows the lowest SC criterion.
The results in table 2.2 to 2.4 do not indicate any strong reasons why
the Poisson-normal mixture should be preferred to the Bernoulli-normal
one. Since the Bernoulli-normal mixture is much easier to estimate than the
Poisson-normal mixture and does not require choosing a truncation point,
we prefer the first. Moreover, the economic interpretation of the compound
normal distribution is more appealing than the Poisson-normal one. The
Poisson-normal mixture models large changes as a sequence of several jumps
occurring within one week. However, within the ERM the largest weekly
changes in the exchange rate originate from large devaluations, which can
hardly be seen as a sum of smaller changes.
These results differ from the results of Tucker and Pond (1988) and Ak-
giray and Booth (1988), who concluded that, for daily US dollar data, the
normal-Poisson mixture always performed better than a discrete mixture of
up to five normals. The differences in log-likelihood values they found are
also much larger than those found in our study. This finding might be the
result of including a GARCH specification in our models. The Poisson-jump
specification generates a mixture of normal distributions at the price of just
including three parameters. For the other models, the compound normal
distribution needs three additional parameters for each normal distribution
included in the mixture. Since in the absence of a GARCH specification, part
of the changing variance over time has to be taken into account by including
additional normals in the mixture, the more parsimoniously parametrized
Poisson specification might perform better.
Finally, we jointly estimate the MA(1)-GARCH(1,1) model with Bernoulli-
normal mixture distribution for the six ERM currencies, assuming a constant
correlation matrix (see e.g. Bollerslev, 1990) and an identical jump probabil-
ity for all six currencies. Since these currencies participate in the ERM and
are expressed in terms of the D-mark, it is plausible to assume their distur-
bances to be correlated. When for instance the D-mark is strong compared
to the US dollar, all ERM currencies are expected to be affected. Similarly,
a stochastic shock leading to a jump is likely to simultaneously affect all
the currencies in the system. Therefore, we restrict the jump probability to
be the same for the currencies. The size of the jump however is allowed to
differ across them. As the univariate models estimated above are consistent
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with this multivariate model, the results for the multivariate model provide
information on the appropriateness of the univariate models. In addition, for
the composition of an efficient portfolio of ERM currencies, information on
the cross-correlations is required.
The resulting multivariate model has the following form
As,-, = /i, + A0, + V>.e.t-i + e.<
with z denoting the country and the vector e, having the distribution
where e, and 0 are 6x1 vectors with typical element e,-, and 0, and where
/i, and £ are diagonal matrices with typical elements A,-, and £, respectively,
with /i?, = a;o + o,i£^_j + /3,i/i^_j. To restrict the elements of the correlation
matrix fi to be smaller than one in absolute value, we estimate them by



























































































Heteroskedasticity-consistent ^-values are in parentheses.
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The results for this model are given in table 2.5. A selection of the
coefficients estimates is included in this table since many parameters are
essentially the same as for the univariate models, a finding which is expected
to occur when both the univariate and multivariate models are correctly
specified. The point estimate of A is 0.0625. The estimated jump sizes differ
somewhat from those of the univariate models. These differences reflect
the differences between the estimates of A, for the univariate models. All
elements of the correlation matrix range between .22 and .46 and are highly
significant suggesting that the ERM rates should be jointly modeled.
The value of the log-likelihood function is 16,704.5 which is 290.5 points
larger than the sum of the values of the log-likelihood functions for the uni-
variate models. Although the models are not nested, the increase of the
log-likelihood function by 290.5 resulting from adding 10 extra parameters
seems to be sufficient to conclude that the exchange rates in the ERM are
highly interrelated. The joint model presented above yields a satisfactory
description of the interrelationships.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the time series properties of weekly exchange rates partici-
pating in the ERM of the European Monetary System were examined. One
feature of the ERM is that the central banks of the participating countries
intervene whenever a bilateral exchange rate deviates more than 2.25% from
its agreed central rate. This intervention policy is likely to stabilize the
exchange rate.
There have been several parity adjustments in the last twelve years, re-
sulting in discontinuities in the time series. Since at times of a realignment
the change in the spot rate can be very large compared to the usual variations
within the band, the market easily panics resulting in sudden large depre-
ciations within the band. The large devaluations together with the panic
reactions cause the excess kurtosis for ERM currencies to be much larger
than for free-float currencies such as the US dollar or the British pound.
Moreover, since all realignments within the ERM in fact have been revalu-
ations of the D-mark, all ERM rates in terms of the D-mark are positively
skewed.
These features have been modeled using an MA(l)-GARCH(l,l)-jump
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model. The stabilizing effects of the intervention policy are captured by
negative moving average parameters, which turn out to be highly significant
for all models. The parity adjustments and sudden depreciations within the
band are taken into account by means of a stochastic jump process. We
compare the Bernoulli and Poisson specification. For most currencies, the
two give similar results. A GARCH specification accounts for the changing
volatility over time.
If we do not allow for stochastic jumps, the MA-GARCH specification
changes dramatically. For three out of six currencies, the GARCH specifica-
tion becomes explosive and for two the MA parameter has the wrong sign,
although they are not significant. These findings can be explained from the
influence of outliers, resulting from parity adjustments, on the model. For
the US dollar, jumps are not significant.
The models are checked by means of an adjusted Pearson chi-squared
goodness-of-fit test. For 4 out of 6 ERM exchange rates both the Bernoulli
and the Poisson specification pass the test. For the other two, a mixture of
three normal distributions, which can be interpreted as a normal distribution
plus two independent jump specifications, performs best.
Finally joint estimates of an MA(1)-GARCH(1,1) normal-Bernoulli model
with constant contemporaneous correlation matrix have been obtained. The
results for the joint model were found to be very much in line with the find-
ings for the single processes, but as expected, the efficiency of the estimates
improved.
In this chapter, the jump intensity was assumed to be constant. Since the
economic performance of the ERM countries has become more similar and,
as a consequence, frequency and size of realignments have been declining,
we should expect the influence of the jumps in our models to have been
declined as well. Estimates of the model over three sub-periods did indeed
indicate that the importance of the jump process has diminished, especially
since 1987. In the next chapter, this will be modeled by making the jump
intensity a function of economic indicators, such as trade deficits, inflation
differentials or interest differentials.
Chapter 3
An EMS exchange rate model
with endogenous jumps
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, it was shown that ERM exchange rates could be
modeled by means of a combined MA(1)-GARCH(1,1) jump model. The
MA(1) specification models the stabilizing effects of the intervention pol-
icy, the GARCH specification accounts for the changing volatility over time,
whereas the jump process models the large parity changes and sudden volatile
behavior within the band, due to changes in the perceived realignment prob-
ability.
It was shown that the Poisson and Bernoulli jump specifications gave
similar results. Since the Bernoulli jump specification is far easier to estimate
than the Poisson one (which is usually used in econometric models with
jumps), this similarity has created the opportunity to model an endogenous
jump probability. This will indeed be the main innovation of this chapter.
As the ERM has gained credibility over the eighties (Frankel and Phillips,
1991; Weber, 1991), we expect the influence of the realignment probability
to have declined. This is incorporated into our model by making the jump
probability a function of economic fundamentals. If the inflation differen-
tial with Germany or the trade deficit increases, the probability of a jump
increases. It is shown that inflation rates and trade deficits are significant
determinants in ERM exchange rates, if incorporated in this indirect way.
Another modification concerns the inclusion of an error correction term
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in the models, measuring the percentage deviation of the spot rate from its
central parity. This term establishes the parity reversion, necessary to keep
the spot rate within the margins most of the time (Koedijk, Stork and De
Vries, 1993).
The models are estimated using weekly observations on the D-mark rates
of the Belgian franc, the Dutch guilder, the French franc, the Danish krone,
the Irish punt and the Italian lira for the period April 4, 1979 to December
26, 1990. With these models we compute one to four weeks ahead predictions
both for the sample period and for a forecasting period from January 2, 1991
to September 23, 1992. It turns out that the models outperform the random
walk (Meese and Rogoff, 1983) both within and out-of-sample. Furthermore
the 95% forecast intervals are shown. The intervals are much smaller in the
later years of the EMS reflecting the higher credibility. Finally we investigate
whether or not our model can predict in which weeks it is safe to invest in
the weak currency (Koedijk and Kool, 1993; Koedijk et al., 1993), thereby
exploiting the interest differentials that exist within the EMS. Using different
investment strategies we show that significant profits can be made in the
foreign exchange market and that the results improve if the forecasts of oui
model are used, again both within and out-of-sample.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 describes the mod-
els, section 3.3 contains the empirical estimation results, section 3.4 provides
the results of the forecasting and the investment strategies and section 3.5
summarizes the main results.
3.2 The model
Table 3.1 gives some summary statistics of the log D-mark rates. The first
row of the table shows that the unit root hypothesis for the exchange rate
within the band, (s—c, where s and c are the logarithms of the spot rate and
central parity respectively) is rejected. However, if we do not compensate
for realignments the unit root hypothesis can no longer be rejected at the
5% level. That is why we will estimate our model in first differences. The
parity reversion will be taken into account by including the error correction
term (s — c)j_i into our specification.
The skewness is significantly positive for all currencies. This might be
the result of asymmetric movements in the parity adjustments. The excess
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kurtosis is extremely high for all ERM currencies, especially for the Belgian
franc, the French franc and the Irish punt. These high values are the result
of large devaluations, and also of large movements within the band due to a
changing realignment probability. Both skewness and excess kurtosis can be
modeled by means of jumps (see appendix B).
































































































• The sample consists of 613 weekly Wednesday observations from April 1979 to
December 1990.
is an Augmented Dickey-Fuller test with a constant, a trend and 4 lags of the
differenced series.
• s is the logarithm of the spot rate, expressed in units of domestic currency per
D-mark; c is the logarithm of the central parity.
• Pe(l) is the first order autocorrelation coefficient; Q^(24) is a Box-Pierce test,
adjusted for ARCH-like heteroskedasticity (see Diebold, 1987); Qej(24) is a Box-
Pierce statistic in the squared data.
• * (**) indicates significance at the 10% (5%) level.
First order autocorrelation (/9e(l)) is significantly negative for all curren-
cies except the French franc. Significant autocorrelation is also detected by
the Box-Pierce test up to 24 lags (Q^(24)). Since these test statistics are
influenced by heteroskedasticity, they are adjusted to allow for ARCH like
heteroskedasticity, see Diebold (1987). However, these tests assume normal-
ity which is clearly rejected for our data. The negative autocorrelation is
probably due to the intervention policy of the monetary authorities. In our
model the negative autocorrelation is represented by a (negative) moving
average term.
Finally, the Box-Pierce test statistic for the squared data ((3^(24)) is sig-
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nificant for three out of six currencies. However, as this test statistic requires
a finite fourth moment, it might be unreliable for our data. Autocorrelation
in the squared data detects changes of the variance. These are modeled by
means of a GARCH (Bollerslev, 1986) specification.
In our model, large movements are modeled by means of jumps. The sta-
tistical meaning of a jump is a draw from the second normal distribution in a
compound normal distribution, with a higher mean (more depreciations than
appreciations) and higher variance (more volatility) than the first. Economic
explanations of the jumps are the large devaluations and volatile behavior
within the band, primarily due to changes in the perceived realignment prob-
abilities. As the timing of a devaluation is extremely difficult to predict (see
Obstfeld, 1991), and since the consequences of these devaluations can be se-
vere (large speculative losses), market expectations are very much affected
by all kinds of economic or political news.
The influence of news on market expectations will be higher if the general
economic condition of the country is weak, since the expected devaluation
probability/size will be greater in these circumstances. As a consequence,
the market will be more likely to panic, resulting in volatile behavior.
As the economic performance of the ERM countries has become more
similar (see for instance Giavazzi and Giovannini, 1989; Ungerer, Hauvonen,
Lopez-Claros and Mayer, 1990 or Weber, 1991), we expect the influence of the
realignment probability to have declined. This is reflected in the diminished
volatility of the exchange rates in recent years, shown in figure 2.1, and also
in table 3.2, where the dates and magnitudes of the realignments are shown.
Both the number and the average size of realignments had diminished in
recent years (until September 1992).

































































• Source: Ungerer et al. (1990) table 4, appended by the author.
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In our model the increased credibility due to the economic convergence is
modeled by making the jump probability a function of economic fundamen-
tals, i.e. the yearly inflation differential with Germany and the trade balance
surplus. These variables are shown in figure 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. For
almost all countries, the inflation differential with Germany has diminished
over the years, reflecting the grown convergence between the ERM members.
For most countries, this has resulted in an improvement of the trade balance
as shown in figure 3.2.
The resulting jump probability has the following familiar logit form ^
A* = 1 - (1 + exp(Ao + A,n/dm/(f(_8 + A(6iô(_g))~\ (3.1)
where
• A< = the probability of a jump at time 2,
• m/dt_8 = the one year inflation differential with Germany, and
• i6(_8 = the country's trade balance surplus in the last year (scaled by
exports).
Both trade balance and inflation data are only available on a monthly
basis. In order to get weekly data a linear interpolation was used. Both
the trade balance surplus and the inflation differential are lagged by eight
weeks, since the information on these variables is not known to the market
immediately.
The inflation differential is included in (3.1) for two reasons. First of
all, if the domestic inflation is substantially higher than foreign inflation,
domestic firms will lose competitiveness. In the long run this will have to
lead to a devaluation, since domestic goods become too expensive compared
to import*. Second, a decreasing inflation differential with Germany can be
seen as a sign that the government and the monetary authorities are really
willing to sustain the parity. For these two reasons, a positive sign for A.nyj
is expected.
'This argument suggests that the cumulative inflation differential, reflecting the pur-
chasing power parity, might be a better candidate. A problem with this measure however,
is that you need an "equilibrium" real exchange rate to start with, and the proper price
indexes. In our model this cumulative effect is modeled by means of the trade balance.
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The trade balance is included in the specification since it is a direct
measure of the competitiveness of the country. If a country runs a trade
balance surplus, a direct economic necessity of a devaluation is not present.
Therefore, we expect a negative sign for A;;,.
One might also consider other variables in this specification. We also
investigated the influence on the jump probability of the position in the
fluctuation band, of a recent realignment and of the interest rate differential
with Germany. The effects of the position of the spot rate in the band
turned out to be insignificant for all the currencies. Moreover, the sign of
the coefficient was negative for most currencies, meaning an increased jump
probability if the spot rate is near the strong margin (below the parity).
Since most of the devaluations took place when the spot rate was near the
weak margin, this result indicates that the jumps have more to do with
anticipation of devaluations, than with devaluations themselves.
The influence of a recent realignment was taken into account, to model
the diminished realignment probability directly after a realignment. The
time span between two realignments was always at least several months, so
one might expect there was less reason for the market to panic in these weeks.
Although this variable had some statistical significance, we decided to drop
it since the Italian lira had to leave the system in September 1992 several
days after the devaluation of the lira.
The short term interest rate differentials reflect the market expectation
of a realignment, so it might be a leading indicator for the rea/t^nmeni prob-
ability. However, only for the French franc the variable turned out to be
a significant variable for the jump probability. There are probably three
reasons for the lack of significance of this variable. First, jumps not only
represent devaluations, but also large changes within the band, for instance
in anticipation of a devaluation. The interest rate differential is no leading
indicator for these depreciations, since movements in the spot rate and in
the interest differential occur simultaneously if the market panics. Second,
the timing of large devaluations is not always rightly predicted by the mar-
ket. There are large interest differentials (over 2% on a weekly basis) that
are not followed by devaluations, and there are large devaluations, not pre-
ceded by high interest rate differentials. And third, even if a devaluation is
foreseen by the market, the fluctuation bands might be overlapping, so that
a devaluation is not necessarily accompanied by a large depreciation (by a
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jump). -
The other equations of the model are very similar to the ones presented
in chapter two
As, = /i + <£(s-c)t_i + A(0 + r/>A-i£<-i +£(, (3.2)
where A, is the jump probability as denned in (3.1), 0 is the mean jump size,
i/i is the error correction term necessary to keep the spot rate within the band,
^ is the intercept and ?/> is the moving average parameter. /}<_] is a dummy
variable that takes the value 0 if that currency was realigned in period < — 1,
and 1 otherwise. This dummy variable is included since the moving average
term accounts for the stabilizing effects of the intervention policy. As the
spot rate has to stay within the fluctuation margins, one might expect that
the effort made to stop a devaluation this week increases (decreases) with the
magnitude of depreciation (appreciation) last week, thereby partly offsetting
the changes of the last week. Movements that result from parity changes
however, are not expected to be compensated the next week.
The error term e, has the following mixture distribution
e, ~ (1 - A,)/V(-A,M?) + A,JV((1-A,)0, A? + «'). (3.3)
Conditional on no jump, which has probability (1 — Aj), see equation (3.1), e,
is normally distributed with expectation — A(0 and variance /i^. Conditional
on a jump its expectation is 0 higher (the mean jump size) and its variance
is <^  higher (the variance of the jump size). Finally, the variance of the first
normal distribution, /i^, is modeled according to the familiar GARCH(1,1)
structure (Bollerslev, 1986) to model the persistence in volatility
i + /?A?_,. (3.4)
3.3 Estimation results
We estimated this model, combining equations (3.1) to (3.4), for the six
ERM exchange rates using the maximum likelihood routine of the software
package GAUSS. Positivity of the variance was enforced by estimating the
square root of the variance parameters. We tried different sets of starting
values, and obtained the same optimum for all of them.
In table 3.3, the estimation results are shown. Most results are similar
to the ones presented in chapter two. The MA(1)-GARCH(1,1) specification
• I t Cftapier 5



















































































































































































































• The estimation period covers April 4, 1979 to December 26, 1990 (613 weeks).
• * (**) indicates significance at the 10% (5%) level.
• P-values and absolute asymptotic heteroskedasticity consistent i-values are between
square brackets and parentheses receptively.
is an adjusted chi-square goodness-of-fit test, performed on a classification
in 30 cells (see appendix A).
• The statistics Qs(24), (3^(24), Skew, and Exc.kur. are computed on normalized
residuals (see appendix A).
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is very significant, although an ARCH(l) specification would do just as well
for the French franc and the Danish krone. We did not exclude /? for these
currencies since we wanted to estimate the same specification in all models.
The parity reversion parameter (<^>) is in the order of 0.7% (Italian lira) to
2.7% (Belgian franc) per week. The coefficient is not significantly different
from zero at any conventional level for the Dutch guilder and the Italian lira.
Especially for the Dutch guilder this is remarkable since this currency hardly
deviated from its parity for years.

















































• The estimation period covers April 4, 1979 to December 26, 1990
(613 weeks).
• The "Rest" and "Both" headings indicate whether a parameter
is only restricted under //o or also under the alternative.
• * (**) [***] indicates significance at the 10% (5%) [1%] level.
Most of the parameters determining the jump probability have the ex-
pected sign. The exception is the inflation effect on the Danish krone. The
negative sign for the inflation coefficient of the Danish krone has to do
with multicollinearity. If either the inflation or the trade balance variable
is dropped from the equation, the other becomes significant with the proper
sign. Multicollinearity is also the main reason for the insignificant coefficients
for the other currencies. In table 3.4, the likelihood-ratio statistics are shown
for models with alternative jump specifications. For all the models inflation
differentials and trade surpluses are jointly significant at the 5% leveP. With
the exception of the French franc however, one of the two variables could
•*The results for a Wald statistic were similar.
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be deleted from the specification without significantly changing the results.
Since we wanted to estimate the same model for all the currencies, we did
not exclude any of the variables in the models.
Although not all the coefficients are significant, these models clearly show
the significance of inflation differentials and trade deficits. Despite the role
played by these variables in the theoretical exchange rate models, the em-
pirical evidence on these variables had been only meager so far^. The most
likely reason for this lack of empirical evidence is the loose relationship be-
tween prices and trade balances on the one hand, and exchange rates on the
other. In the short run, exchange rates are mostly affected by speculative
forces. As long as the interest rate on a weak currency is sufficiently higher
than for a strong currency, this weak currency is wanted. This means that
a weak currency, e.g. a currency of a country with a high inflation rate
and/or a large trade deficit, will only strongly depreciate if the monetary
and political authorities allow this. Within a target zone there is actually
only one important (latent) variable determining the exchange rate namely
the willingness of the authorities to support the parities. As a consequence,
there is no direct relationship (as can be estimated by a regression model)
between these economic fundamentals and the exchange rate.
There is, however, an indirect relation between those variables. If the
economic situation of a country is weak, the authorities are more likely to
realign. That is why we measure the effects of economic fundamentals via the
increased probability of a large depreciation and of volatile behavior, instead
of via a direct, one to one relationship between the exchange rate and the
economic fundamentals.
In figure 3.3, the jump probabilities resulting from equation (3.1) are
shown. The graphs clearly show the diminished jump probability in the later
years of the ERM. For the Belgian and French francs the jump probability
is almost zero from 1987 on. But also for the the Danish krone and the Irish
punt, the probability has decreased substantially to 1% or less.
For the Dutch guilder and Italian lira on the other hand, the jump proba-
bility is still quite high (about 8%). For the lira this can be explained by the
slow rate of convergence between Italian and German inflation rates, espe-
cially since 1987 (see figure 3.1). Although politicians had dropped the word
•*Koedijk and Schotman (1990) find significant parameters for prices by pooling ex-
change rate data.
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realignment from their vocabulary, the real rate of the lira called for one. The
situation for the guilder is quite different. Since the economic differences be-
tween Germany and the Netherlands, in terms of inflation, were never very
big (see figure 3.1), the convergence with Germany was less profound for
the guilder than for the other currencies. Moreover, since the Dutch trade
balance is influenced to a large extent by the exports of natural gas, the
trade balance does not give a good indication of the strength of the Dutch
economy"*. As a consequence, the diminished volatility for the Dutch guilder
was not well explained by these economic fundamentals.
The main reasons for the diminished fluctuations of the guilder D-mark
rate are not economical but political. The Dutch central bank has chosen
the D-mark rate as its main policy target. Our model does not contain this
political dimension, apart from its economic consequences, because it is very
difficult to implement. We can of course include a dummy variable for the
increased credibility of the system, for instance starting at the Basle-Nyborg
agreement of September 1987^. But there is no way to be sure that this
credibility remains high, or even whether it is justified right now®. Instead
we use the inflation differential as a proxy for the effort made to make fixed
parities lasting.
The average jump size (#) is positive for all currencies. This is in agree-
ment with the positive skewness found in the data (appendix B). For the
Dutch guilder, both the mean and the variance of the jump size (6^) is con-
siderably smaller than for the other currencies. Given the credibility of the
guilder D-mark parity, jumps have probably not so much to do with de-
valuation expectations for this currency. Furthermore, it is interesting to
notice that the standard deviation of the jump size is always much bigger
than its mean. From this, we may conclude that apart from large depreci-
ations, jumps might also represent large appreciations, for instance after an
important policy announcement (such as the German unification).
*It suffers from the so called Dutch disease (Van Wijnbergen, 1984).
I^n this agreement, the EMS countries agreed to lay emphasis on the use of interest
rate differentials to defend the stability of the parity grid and to make fuller use of the
fluctuation band. Furthermore, the credit facilities were extended to include intramarginal
interventions. Dominguez and Kenen (1992) find that exchange rates behave differently
after the agreement, than they did before.
^The turbulent times around the French referendum in September 1992 on the Maas-
tricht treaty clearly showed that political resistance to realignments is not enough to ensure
full credibility.
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Turning to the model diagnostics, we see that the models perform reason-
ably well. Table 3.3 shows that the null hypothesis of the adjusted goodness
of fit test (x^(29), see appendix A) is not rejected at the 5% level for any
of the models. For the Danish krone and the Irish punt it is rejected at
the 10% level however. Since the goodness-of-fit test requires independent
observations, a rejection of the null might be due to dependence in the data,
which might be remedied by modifications in the MA - GARCH specifica-
tion. Therefore, we also computed Box-Pierce statistics. As these statistics
assume a normal distribution, the residuals are normalized (appendix A).
Only for the Irish punt, the condition of independence is not fulfilled since
the null hypothesis of the Box-Pierce test is rejected at the 5% level both for
the residuals (Qe(24)) and for the squared residuals (<2e2(24)). Normalized
residuals were also used to compute the skewness and excess kurtosis. Both
skewness and kurtosis are modeled quite successfully since only the excess
kurtosis for the Irish punt is significant at the 5% level.
3.4 Model predictions
In this section, the prediction properties of the model are investigated. Among
others, Meese and Rogoff (1983) found that the out-of-sample prediction
power of both structural and time series models of exchange rates is very
poor. Even if the parameter values were updated every period, the models
did not outperform the random walk without drift. Although one might
expect ERM exchange rates to be better predictable than free float curren-
cies, the comparison with the random walk might be an interesting starting
point. However, since our maximum likelihood model can not easily be up-
dated every period, we restrict ourselves to the parameter values just given.
Table 3.5 gives the one to four weeks ahead mean (squared) prediction
errors of the model and the percentage improvement relative to the random
walk without drift for both the sampling period and an out-of-sample fore-
casting period running from January 2, 1991 to September 23, 1992. The
forecasting period is chosen this way to include the devaluation of the Italian
lira on September 13, 1992 but to exclude forecasts that were made after the
lira had to leave the ERM (September 17, 1992).
The expectations are formed on the basis of information known at that

































































































































































































• The sample period runs from April 1979 to December 1990 (613 weeks), and the
forecast period from January 1991 to September 23, 1992 (91 weeks).
• For each currency the first row is the mean squared forecast error (xlO"*), the
second row the percentage improvement in mean squared forecast error relative to
the random walk, and the last row the mean forecast error (xlO'').
are assumed to be constant over the forecast horizon.
For all currencies the mean squared forecast error within sample is greater
for the random walk than for our modelé Especially for the one week ahead
predictions this is not surprising since the same data were used to fit the
model. However, it is interesting to see that the improvement relative to the
random walk, in terms of the mean squared forecast error, is growing with
the length of the forecast horizon (within sample).
Out-of-sample the models still outperform the random walk at all forecast
model also outperformed the random walk when applied to three sub-periods
where the second period started after the 1983 realignment and ended after the Basle-
Nyborg agreement of September 1987 (see section 1.1).
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horizons^. The extent to which several models outperform the random walk
is indeed surprising, given the fact that the parities have not changed for
most currencies. The mean squared forecast error for the Irish punt model
for instance, outperforms the random walk by more than 11% at all horizons.
For the Belgian franc the improvement decreases for longer horizons. This
is probably due to the large intercept. The long run equilibrium level for
the Belgian franc according to our model (/x/<^  if the jumps are negligible)
is about 1.1% above the parity. This is probably too conservative (the mean
forecast error is positive, see the third row). For all currencies except the
Italian lira, the mean squared forecast error is much smaller for the forecast
period than for the sample period. The increased credibility of the system
and the fact that these currencies were not realigned in the forecast period
make the volatility in this period far less pronounced.
These findings are much better than the results of Meese and Rose (1990)
among others, who find that a locally weighted regression does not lead to
an improvement in out-of-sample predictive power in EMS exchange rates
vis-a-vis the random walk.
However, as the distributional properties are very important in our model,
it might be more interesting to look at forecast intervals. Figure 3.4 gives
the one week ahead 95% forecast intervals for both the sampling and the
forecast period. Two interesting items can be deduced from these graphs.
First of all, the forecast interval is much larger for the early years of the
EMS than for later years, especially for the currencies with large changes in
the jump probability, e.g. the Belgian franc, the French franc, the Danish
krone and the Irish punt. This is due both to the decrease in the jump
probability over the years and the GARCH effect.
Second, a measure of the realignment probability can be deduced. Values
outside the fluctuation band can only be realized if the parities are changed.
This means that the probability that the exchange rate takes a value which
is larger than the upper margin is a lower limit of the expected devaluation
*For most currencies, the results are robust to a change in the forecast period. The
results for the Italian lira however, are influenced to a large extent by its devaluation and
abandonment of the system in September 1992. If these events were not included in the
forecast period, the random walk without trend would have outperformed the model. This
dependence on the period reflects the "Peso problem" (Krasker, 1980).
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probability^ (since fluctuation bands might be overlapping, also values inside
the current band can be realized after a devaluation).
For the Belgian franc all devaluations, indicated by the diamonds, are
preceded by a crossing of the fluctuation band. However, the timing of the
devaluations is not clearly foreseen since on several occasions, the confidence
interval was already partly above the fluctuation band for months, before
a devaluation took place. For the Dutch guilder both devaluations, espe-
cially the last one, came as a complete surprise. For the French franc most
realignments were expected although the first (September 1979) and, more
importantly, the fifth (April 1986) were not. Especially the occurrence of
the fifth devaluation is surprising since the forecast interval was quite small
at the time, and in the middle of the band. The devaluations of the Danish
krone were only foreseen on three out of eight occasions. The devaluations
for the Irish punt were foreseen, except for the sixth one. In August 1986
the US dollar and the British pound depreciated considerably in terms of the
D-mark (see figure 2.1). Since the US and the UK were the most important
trading partners of Ireland, its currency was devalued by 8.34%. Finally,
the forecast interval for Italian lira crossed its fluctuation band only before
the March 1981 and September 1992 devaluations. On several occasions the
lira devalued together with other currencies, although the position of the lira
gave no indication for an upcoming devaluation. If we assume the Italian
authorities used an implicit fluctuation margin of only 4.5%, at least until
the Basle-Nyborg agreement (see section 1.1), the third, fourth, fifth and
sixth devaluation are foreseen as well by our model.
Our final analysis concerns the use of the models to evaluate investment
strategies (Koedijk and Kool, 1993; Koedijk et al., 1993). According to the
efficient market hypothesis, excess returns are explained in terms of a greater
risk associated with the investment. We consider the investment of borrowing
D-marks (at the one week offer rate) on the London Eurocurrency market,
converting them to one of the other currencies, lending this other currency (at
the bid rate) out for one week and convert back the next week (if one does not
invest the subsequent week). The transaction cost for converting currencies
are not included. By comparing mean excess returns, defined as the return
averaged over investment weeks, of investment rules (which weeks to invest)
*This is the way Koedijk et al. (1993) estimate the realignment probability.
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based on our model with other investment strategies we investigate whether
interest rate differentials reflect expected depreciations and/or increased risk
predicted by our model'".
In table 3.6 the excess returns are given both for the estimation period
and the forecasting period. The Irish punt is not included since there are
no interest rates available for the Irish punt on the London Eurocurrency
market. The Belgian franc and Danish krone start later for the same reason.
We investigate five different investment rules.
The first strategy is to invest every period. For the estimation period, this
strategy yields a significant positive return for the French franc, the Danish
krone and the Italian lira. This might be due to a "Peso like" risk premium
(Krasker, 1980). Investors are compensated for the small probability of a
large devaluation. For the forecasting period, significant positive excess re-
turns are no longer present. For the Italian lira the mean excess return is
highly negative. The recent large depreciations of the lira associated with
the devaluation and abandonment of the system were not compensated by
comparably high interest differentials. The decline in excess returns for the
other currencies is probably due to the increased credibility of the ERM.
The second strategy consists in investing whenever there is a positive in-
terest differential. This rule is based on the idea that exchange rates behave
like random walks. If the expected depreciation is zero, the interest differ-
ential determines your expected profit. For all currencies the mean excess
return is higher, especially in the forecasting period. Within sample, the
mean excess return for the Dutch guilder improves significantly. Within the
theory of efficient markets these higher excess returns are only possible if the
risk on this strategy is higher. Indeed, most of the standard deviations are
slightly higher.
The third investment rule makes use of our model predictions. An in-
vestment is made if the expected excess return is positive. The mean excess
returns on this investment rule are significantly higher than the returns on
rule two for most currencies, both within and out-of-sample. Moreover, es-
pecially out-of-sample, the standard deviations are mostly smaller than for
'"ideally, expectations and risk measures, provided by the model, should be incorporated
when evaluating the risk associated with an investment rule. However, as the expected
returns and risk measures are not available for the strategies that do not make use of
the model, we simply computed means and standard deviations over investment weeks,
thereby implicitly assuming a constant expected return and risk in these weeks.
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rule two, although it should be noticed that the sample variance might not
be the best measure of volatility in the presence of a peso-problem. This rule








































































































































































The sample period runs from April 1979 to December 1990 (613 weeks), and the
forecast period from January 1991 to September 23, 1992 (91 weeks). For the
Belgian franc interest rate data are only available from 1981 on, for the Danish
krone from July 1985 on.
For each strategy three numbers are noted. The first is the excess return (.ft, =
i't-1 - ip_'I' - Asi). averaged over investment weeks (measured in percentage points
on an annual basis). The second is the standard deviation of the returns. And the
third is the number of weeks in which one is investing.
For each currency the following five strategies are investigated:
1. invest in all periods,
2. invest only when the interest rate differential is positive,
3. invest when the expected return (interest differential-expected depreciation)
is positive,
4. invest when the expected return divided by the conditional standard deviation
> 5% ,
5. invest when the expected return divided by the conditional standard deviation
> 5% and the probability of a devaluation < 10% .
* (**) indicates significance at the 10% (5%) level respectively.
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leads to significant excess returns for all currencies within sample and three
currencies out-of-sample. The exception is the out-of-sample excess return
for the Italian lira. For this currency, the depreciations in September 1992
were much larger than foreseen by the model (see figure 2.1). •
The fourth strategy takes both the expectation and the conditional vari-
ance of our model into account. The returns on this strategy are even higher
than for rule three for most currencies. Again, the out-of-sample result for
the Italian lira is the great exception.
As depreciation risk is unbounded during realignments, the last invest-
ment rule explicitly penalizes for devaluation risk. Rule four is augmented by
the condition that the probability of a devaluation, measured as the prob-
ability mass above the upper fluctuation margin, is less then 10%. Most
investment results are not so much altered by the condition, since it is rarely
binding. The results improve for the currencies for which the timing of de-
valuations was rightly predicted (or enforced) by the market, e.g. the French
franc within sample and the Italian lira out-of-sample, but worsen for those
for which the timing of devaluations was not clearly foreseen, e.g. the Danish
krone and the Belgian franc within sample.
The excess returns associated with the use of the above model are in line
with but substantially higher than those obtained by Koedijk, Stork and
De Vries (1993) and Koedijk and Kool (1993). In a study of model-based
investment strategies for various subperiods of the EMS, they found that a
strategy of borrowing in low interest currencies and investing in high interest
currencies would have been profitable for the Belgian franc, the French franc
and the Italian lira, especially since 1983. In these studies the investment
decision was primarily based on devaluation risk.
Investment rule five points towards the existence of arbitrage opportuni-
ties in the foreign exchange market. Using a model that uses only information
that is available to the market at the time of expectation formation, it is pos-
sible to extract weeks in which the mean return is higher and the variance
lower. This means that the market is either not efficient or too risk averse to
exploit expected opportunities for excess returns most of the time. Whatever
the reasons were, just the mere existence of these opportunities would make
the theoretical foundation for models based on the no arbitrage argument,
e.g. the target zone and speculative attack models, highly questionable.
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3.5 Conclus ions • • . «
In this chapter the MA(l)-GARCH(l,l)-jump models of chapter 2 are modi-
fied in two directions. First an error correction term, measuring the deviation
of the spot rate from its central parity, is included to model the parity rever-
sion. Second the jump probability is made time-varying.
Since the jumps in our models represent (anticipations for) realignments,
the probability of a jump was made a function of economic fundamentals. It
is shown that inflation differentials and trade deficits are significant deter-
minants of exchange rates, if incorporated in this indirect manner. For most
currencies the jump probability has decreased to less than one tenth of the
values of the early eighties, in recent years.
The models are estimated using data from April 1979 to December 1990.
The statistical properties of the data are very well reproduced by the models.
For almost all currencies, the specification is not rejected when tested for
serial correlation in mean and squared data, skewness, kurtosis or overall fit.
The models were also judged on their predictive features. Using the
parameter values obtained from the sample 1979 - 1990, we computed the
one to four weeks ahead predictions both for the sampling period and for a
forecasting period running from January 1991 to September 2o, 1992. Both
within and out-of-sample all the models outperformed the random walk on all
horizons, in terms of mean squared forecast error. Apparently, the increased
credibility of the ERM in recent years was sufficiently modeled by means of
the decreased jump probability.
The increased credibility was also shown by the 95% forecast interval
of the one week ahead predictions. The intervals are much smaller for the
nineties then they were in the early eighties. Moreover, these graphs show
that most realignments were preceded by a 95% forecast interval that was
partly outside the target zone.
Finally, it was shown that large excess returns could be made in the
foreign exchange market if predictions of the model were used, again both
within and out-of-sample. Since our model uses only information that is
available to the market, and since the higher returns were not accompanied
by a higher variance, this means that either the foreign exchange market is
not efficient, or that the market is too risk averse to exploit the large interest
differentials. In the next chapter, we will explicitly model the excess returns,




returns within the EMS
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, it was shown that substantial excess returns could
have been made on an investment in the weak EMS currencies, thereby
exploiting the interest differentials within the EMS. Most of the time, the
interest differentials were larger than the realized depreciations. Moreover it
was shown that the excess returns increased if predictions of our exchange
rate model were used to select the weeks in which one should invest.
In the light of this evidence on the existence of excess returns, we decided
to model the series on excess returns (deviations from the uncovered inter-
est parity) themselves. Since it is possible that the interest rate differential
compensates for some of the features of the exchange rate changes, modelling
excess returns directly might give interesting additional insights in the mech-
anism of price formation and the efficiency of the foreign exchange market.
From a macroeconomic point of view, these insights are important as the ex-
cess returns are often accompanied by high domestic interest rates compared
to German ones. High rates, required for the stability of the exchange rate
in the absence of capital controls, might very well result in a slowdown of
economic activity.
As the excess returns incorporate the realized exchange rate changes, our
model for the excess returns will resemble the one for the exchange rates,
developed in chapter 3. Under the assumption of rational expectations and
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market efficiency, the conditional expectation of the excess returns is equal
to the risk premium. In order to investigate the linkage between expected
risk and return, the model will be augmented by a volatility measure in the
mean equation.
When modelling ex-post returns within a target zone, care has to be
taken of the "peso problem" (Krasker, 1980). As long as a weak currency
is not devalued, a high interest rate on this currency may suggest a large
risk premium. These large returns might however be completely eroded, if
that currency is devalued. In our model these effects are modeled separately.
The positive effect of weakness (measured by the inflation differential with
Germany) on the excess return (via the higher interest rate) is modeled by
the volatility measure in the mean equation. The negative effects on excess
returns of possibly large losses due to large depreciations are modeled by
means of stochastic jumps, where the jump probability depends on the infla-
tion differential. An increase in the inflation differential leads to an increased
probability of a draw from the normal in a compound normal distribution
with the lower mean (an expected loss) and the higher variance (more volatil-
ity).
Other features of the model are the inclusion of a moving average term
and the position of the spot rate in the fluctuation band as explanatory
variables of expected excess returns. Both variables result from the fact
that market participants do not always correctly assess the probability of
a devaluation. Finally, the persistence of volatility in the excess returns is
modeled by a GARCH specification (Bollerslev, 1986).
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 gives some back-
ground on the modeling of risk premia. In section 4.3, the data on excess
returns are described. Section 4.4 provides the details of the model. Section
4.5 contains the empirical results and section 4.6 concludes.
4.2 Modeling risk premia
If investors are risk neutral and have rational expectations, the market's fore-
cast of the future spot exchange rate is reflected in the interest differential.
However, many researchers' have found that the forward premium, which
'See for example the survey articles by Froot (1990) or MacDonald and Taylor (1992).
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under the assumption of covered interest parity is identical to the interest
differential, is a biased predictor of the future exchange rate change. One
way to rationalize this finding is to allow for risk aversion. If agents are risk
averse, the interest differential does not only reflect the expected change in
the exchange rate, but also a risk premium. Considerable effort has been
spent on the modelling of risk premia, but the successes have been rare^.
A major problem in the identification of risk premia is the two-sidedness
of the foreign exchange market. Since agents in the two countries have objec-
tives denominated in different currencies, it is no longer appropriate to use
a model with just one type of "representative agent". In the literature, the
representative agent model is usually restored by assuming absolute purchas-
ing power parity (PPP) and by defining risk as the unexpected price change
in one of two countries"'. However, both absolute PPP and risk measures de-
fined in terms of the number of goods one can buy are not of direct interest
to the speculator in a foreign exchange market. A German investor might
be searching for the highest return, denominated in D-marks, not measured
for instance in terms of the number of American cars he can buy. At the
same time an American investor is maximizing his dollar return. Since for
both investors it is risky to invest in the other currency, it is not clear who
is willing to pay for the premium, and whether this will be the same party
all the time.
If investors are indeed risk averse, it is not at all clear that there should be
a one to one relationship between expected depreciations and interest rates in
the first place. The reason for this lose relationship is the possible existence
of risk on both sides of the market. Expected returns will only be exploited
if they outweigh the minimal required risk premium. As a consequence, a
range of outcomes for the current spot rate is possible given the interest rate
differential and the expected future spot rate, even if all market participants
have the same expectations and risk profiles
£,(st+i) + i* - if - rp, < s, < £<(sf+i) + i* - i< + rp^.
Here s< is the log exchange rate expressed in domestic currency per foreign
currency, i< denotes the domestic one period interest rate, rp, is the risk
for instance Giavazzi and Giovannini (1989), Giovannini (1990) and the survey by
Hodrick (1987).
^For an application of this framework on target zone exchange rates, see Svensson
(1992b).
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premium one requires to invest in the foreign currency, and a * indicates a
variable for the foreign country.
ij Within the European Monetary System this problem of two-sidedness
is probably less severe since the risk of a devaluation within the EMS has
been asymmetric most of the time. For practical purposes, the probability
that the D-mark is devalued in terms of one of the other currencies can be
considered zero. As a consequence, the depreciation risk for investments
in the D-mark is bounded by the exchange rate target zone. Under these
circumstances even non-German investors might very well prefer D-marks to
their domestic currency (so that rp< can be negative) since the risk of holding
D-marks is small and the gains that can be made if their currency is devalued
can be substantial. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that the risk
premium is given only to the investors who are willing to invest in the weak
(non-German) currency. This premium is paid by those who have to lend in
the weak currency, since in order to assure that the current spot rate stays
within the fluctuation band, the interest rate on this currency will be higher
than that on the D-mark.
4.3 The data
We investigate the excess returns on an investment in a weak EMS currency,
relative to a risk-free investment in the D-mark (i?t = i(_i — i£f[ — Ast). Both
interest rates and exchange rate series were taken from Datastream and are
middle rate notations from the London Eurocurrency market.
Figure 4.1 shows the weekly excess returns and the devaluations (indi-
cated by the diamonds) of the Belgian franc, the Dutch guilder, the French
franc and the Italian lira for the period April 1979 to September 1992. The
series for the Belgian franc start later since interest rates for the franc on
the Eurocurrency market were not available before 1981. The Irish punt and
Danish krone are not included at all for the same reason. Several interesting
features emerge from these figures. First of all, realignments can lead to very
large speculative losses, especially if these devaluations were not foreseen by
the market. The most obvious examples are the February 1982 devaluation
of the Belgian franc and the September 1992 devaluation of the Italian lira.
However, when a devaluation was predicted by the market, its effect on the
returns is much less dramatic. The returns might even be highly positive
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(the French franc in 1983). Second, the volatility of the series has declined
over the years, especially for the Dutch guilder. Third, these graphs do not
show clear arbitrage opportunities. On average small positive excess returns
are followed by (large) negative returns and vice versa.
In table 4.1 some summary statistics are given for the excess returns.
For all currencies the mean excess return is positive. This is in accordance
with the existence of a positive risk premium for the weak currencies. The
magnitude of the mean excess return for a particular currency is positively
related to the number of devaluations experienced by that currency. As
the low values of the first order autocorrelation show, there is no evidence
for the existence of a unit root. Serial correlation in both the raw and the
squared data is only significantly present for the Dutch guilder. However,
these statistics are quite sensitive to the occurrence of large outliers. Large
(negative) outliers also lead to very significant excess kurtosis and negative
skewness.









































• The data consist of 704 weekly observations from April 4, 1979 to September 23,
1992, except for the Belgian franc for which the starting date is January 7, 1981.
• />e(l) is the first order autocorrelation, Zfl^(25) is a Ljung-Box statistic, adjusted
for ARCH-like heteroskedasticity, see Diebold (1987) and £5,^(25) is a Ljung-Box
statistic for the first 25 autocorrelations in the squared data.
• * (**) [***] indicates significance at the 10% (5%) [1%] level respectively.
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4.4 The model
To motivate the model, assume that the objective of the monetary authorities
is twofold, i.e. achieve a low inflation rate and a low unemployment level
[/"*"" = /(in/?ah'on; unemp/oyroeni),
where {/"">" is the objective or utility function of the monetary authori-
ties, which is a decreasing function in its arguments. The most important
instruments available to the monetary authorities are the parities and the
level of the interest rates. A credible peg to the D-mark enables the mone-
tary authorities to pursue an anti-inflationary policy, since this peg is only
sustainable if domestic inflation rates converge to German levels. Such an
external target might be more effective than an announced monetary target
since the penalty for breaking this target (political loss of face) is higher
than for breaking the monetary target (see Giavazzi and Pagano, 1988). As
long as the inflation levels have not fully converged however, the exchange
rate peg leads to a real appreciation relative to the D-mark. If this episode
lasts for too long the loss of competitiveness might result in a slowdown in
economic activity and, as a consequence, a rise of unemployment.
If the peg is not perceived to be fully credible yet, the slowdown of eco-
nomic activity might even be worsened by the high interest rates the market
will demand for investments in the weak currency. Under these conditions
a devaluation might seem appropriate, but it would seriously jeopardize the
inflation objectives. On the one hand, a devaluation would lead to additional
imported inflation and on the other hand it would reduce the market's belief
in the announced targets. Moreover, in the long run a devaluation is likely
to result in higher interest rates (which might lead to higher unemployment)
due to the loss of credibility. It is not at all obvious what the optimal policy
in these circumstances is. Since the speculative loss can be considerable if
a (large) devaluation is not foreseen by the market, the uncertainty of the
market participants about future devaluations is very important. Uncer-
tainty will be the driving force behind our model.
Since the political willingness to sustain the parities is not known, market
participants are reluctant to invest in a weak currency. They are likely to
withdraw their investment in this currency, by way of precaution, whenever
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a negative news item is announced concerning this currency*. These panic
reactions result in sudden (possibly large) depreciations within the band.
In our model, the losses resulting from these depreciations are, together
with the losses due to unforeseen devaluations, modeled by means of sto-
chastic jumps. The statistical meaning of a jump is a draw from a normal
distribution with a negative mean (an expected loss) and a high variance
(much volatility). Since the jumps are related to parity realignments, we
assume their intensity to be a function of fundamentals determining the re-
alignment probability. In this chapter, only the inflation differential with
Germany will be considered, thereby adapting specification (3.1) by impos-
ing the restriction A((, = 0.
At = 1 — (1 + exp(Ao + A;n^m/</f_g))~ , (4-1)
with m/<ff_g being the one year inflation differential with Germany.
It should be noticed, that A( is not the same as the probability of a realign-
ment at time 2. Jumps might also occur in anticipation of realignments, spec-
ulative attacks or sudden panic due to some political or economical "news".
Moreover, if the variance of the jump size is very high compared to its mean,
the number of "jumps" exceeds the number of large depreciations (the jumps
change the distribution, they can not be identified separately).
Each period market participants will assess the probability of a realign-
ment in the upcoming week. The higher this perceived probability is, the
higher will be the interest rate demanded on that currency. As the market
can not know the conditions under which the authorities will devalue, their
expectations will be based among other things on the decisions taken by the
monetary authorities. The authorities will therefore try to keep the exchange
rate in well within the fluctuation band^, since a spot rate at the top of the
band could be interpreted by the market as an indication for an upcoming
"•Obstfeld (1991) shows that the mere existence of the realignment possibility already
destabilizes the exchange rate system, even if the authorities pledge they will only use
this escape clause in extreme circumstances. This is primarily due to the fact that the
contingents under which they will devalue are often not observable, or may change over
time.
^Until the Basle-Nyborg agreement in September 1987, this was the official policy of
the French monetary authorities.
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devaluation^. Only if the costs, in terms of high interest rates, of keeping
the spot rate in the middle of the band are too high, the exchange rate will
approach the weak margin.
Therefore, a high position of the spot exchange rate in the fluctuation
band is likely to be accompanied by a high interest differential with Ger-
many. This means that as long as no devaluation has been decided on, a
high position in the fluctuation band leads to a large expected excess return.
Moreover, again under the assumption of no devaluation, it is likely that re-
turns are negatively autocorrelated. A speculative loss, that is an unforeseen
depreciation (due to a rise in the expected realignment probability for the
upcoming week), is accompanied by a rise in the interest rate, whereas at
the same time in the absence of a realignment the maximum depreciation is
bounded by the fluctuation band. These effects might however be completely
compensated by devaluations. If the timing of realignments would be always
correctly foreseen by the market, it would not be clear whether the position
in the band is informative about the future return.
Finally, risk averse investors require a higher risk premium, that is an
increase of the expected excess return, in the presence of increased risk. This
will be modeled by including the conditional standard deviation of the excess
return in the mean equation of our model.
From these considerations the following equation for the mean excess
return is put forward
7 (4.2)
which is similar to the mean equation for As< in (3.2) and where SZ?«-i de-
notes the conditional standard deviation of ft given information up to period
<-/ (see equation 4.6). The presence of this variable reflects the increase of
excess returns due to that of uncertainty. The dummy variable D,_i takes
the value zero after a devaluation and one otherwise. It is included since
losses that result from parity changes are not expected to be compensated
the next week. A<0 measures the contribution of the "jumps" to the expected
return.
^Chen and Giovannini (1993) found the realignment expectation to be positively related
to the current position in the band.
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Expression (4.2) can also be interpreted as a specification explaining the
risk premium defined as #* = i<_i -t£?[ -2w_iS(+ Sj_i with £,_iS( denoting
the expectation of s< conditional on the information available at period i-i.
Therefore, we have i?* = /?< — £(. To the extent that the inflation differential
reflects the degree of uncertainty in foreign exchange markets, it is expected
to be a major determinant of the risk premia.
The distribution of the disturbance e* is given by
e, ~ (1 - A,)W(-A,0, fc?) + A«JV((1 - A,)*, A? + <$*), (4.3)
where 5 and £^  are the expectation and variance respectively of the jump size.
If the inflation differential rises, the probability of a draw from the normal
distribution with lower mean (on average a loss) and higher variance (more
volatility) rises. Finally, the persistence in volatility is modeled by means of
a GARCH(1,1) specification (Bollerslev, 1986)
A?=ao + ai£?-i+0A?-i- (4.4)
The differences with the model for the exchange rate changes given in
chapter 3 are that SA-i does not enter into the equation for the mean in
(3.2) and that the trade balance surplus enters as an additional explanatory
variable into the specification of the jump intensity of the form in (3.1).
This variable has been deleted from (4.1) to avoid multicollinearity problems.
Given that an MA(l)-GARCH(l,l)-Bernoulli-jump model has been found to
perform quite well in explaining the exchange rate dynamics, we expect that
the model in (4.1) to (4.4) will also be appropriate to explain excess returns.
Finally, the expected jump size 5 could be made a function of fundamen-
tals, such as the inflation differential, as well, but this extension did not yield
a significant statistical result.
4.5 Empirical results
In table 4.2 the maximum likelihood results are shown. The effect of volatil-
ity (7), measured as the conditional standard deviation (SZ)(_i) is highly
significant for three out of four currencies. As expected, volatility increases
the mean excess return. Only for the Dutch guilder the coefficient is not







































































































































• The data consist of 704 weekly observations from April 4, 1979 to September 23,
1992, except for the Belgian franc for which the starting date is January 7, 1981.
is an adjusted Pearson goodness-of-fit test performed on a classification in 30
cells. IBe(25), ifle=(25), skewness and excess kurtosis are computed on normalized
residuals, see appendix A.
Heteroskedasticity-consistent t-values are in parenthesis.
* (**) [***] indicates significance at the 10% (5%) [1%] level respectively.
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significant. The reason for this result for the guilder is probably the small
magnitude of the inflation differential, which is a major determinant of the
conditional variance, during the whole sample period (see figure 3.1).
Inflation also has the expected effect (A,n/d is positive) for all currencies.
Again, it is not significant for the Dutch guilder. For all currencies the
probability of a jump increases with the inflation differential. Since the
mean jump size (0) is negative (although not always significant), this means
that a relatively high inflation differential increases the probability of a big
loss. The variance of the jump size (($*) however, is very big compared to its
mean, so that the effect on volatility is also very important. As the volatility
increases with inflation, the risk of a big loss is at least partly compensated
by an increase of the expected excess returns due to a rise in 5Z).
A position in the band above the central parity increases the expected
return, as the estimates of 0 are positive. This effect is only significant for
the Belgian franc. One would expect a positive sign, if the devaluations were
not all perfectly foreseen by the market. The significant negative moving av-
erage parameter (t/>) is also in accordance with our expectations. Especially
for the French franc this result is quite remarkable since the first order auto-
correlation of the excess returns was positive. The positive correlation of i£<
is probably due to two successive negative outliers. By including jumps in
the specification the model allows for the occurrence of outliers and the in-
fluence of these outliers is reduced, see chapter 2. The magnitude of the MA
parameters is very much in line with those for the exchange rates themselves
(see table 3.3). This means that the interest differentials do not compensate
for the negative correlation in the exchange rate changes.
The GARCH(1,1) specification is appropriate in modelling the condi-
tional heteroskedasticity, although an ARCH(l) specification would do just
as well for the French franc. Again, these results are similar to those for the
exchange rates in chapter 3. Conditional heteroskedasticity is present in all
series, although the LBe* statistic was only significant for the Dutch guilder
(see table 4.2). The conditional heteroskedasticity would not be detected if
jumps were not included.
Turning to the model diagnostics, we see that the models perform reason-
ably well. Using the adjusted Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit test statistic
(x*(29), see appendix A), there is only evidence against the model for the
Italian lira. The dependence in the data appears to be modeled appropriately
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using the MA(1)-GARCH(1,1) specification. Only for the Dutch guilder and
the Italian lira, the Ljung-Box test based on the normalized residuals, see
appendix A, is significant (at the 10% level). When based on the squared
residuals the Ljung-Box statistic is not significant at the conventional levels.
Finally, the resulting skewness and excess kurtosis in the normalized resid-
uals are computed. Although both skewness and excess kurtosis are substan-
tially reduced, there is still some excess kurtosis left for the Belgian franc
and Italian lira. These results are completely due to the very large negative
returns during the devaluations of February 1982 (for the Belgian franc) and
September 1992 (the Italian lira), see figure 4.1.
Since it is not clear at first sight whether the effect of inflation on expected
excess returns is dominated by volatility (via 7 SD) or by the negative jumps
(via A#), we calculated the expected returns and variances, conditional on
the inflation differential. For these calculations it was assumed that the spot
rate was in the middle of the fluctuation band, and that the lagged error
term was zero. The resulting expected return is
£ (# ) = M + 7S£>+A0. (4.5)
The variance, conditional on the inflation differential, can be expressed in
terms of the parameters of the model in the following way. From the distri-
bution of the error term (equation 4.3) it follows that
A,)0*). (4-6)
The square root of expression (4.6) was used to compute 5D,_i in (4.2).
From the GARCH equation (4.4), one gets
which leads to the following variance specification, conditional on the infla-
tion differential
a , - /3) . (4.7)
The square root of this expression is used to compute 5Z) in (4.5).
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In figure 4.2 the expectations (4.5) and variances (4.7) expressed as a
function of the inflation differential are shown. On the horizontal axis, the
inflation differential with Germany is shown. For each currency the range
corresponds to the historical inflation differentials over the sample period
(see figure 3.1).
For each currency the expected excess returns remain positive at zero and
negative inflation differentials. This reflects the reputation of the D-mark as
a strong currency. If the inflation differential is not too high, the inflation
effect through the volatility measure 5D dominates the expected return. For
higher inflation differentials however, the effect through A0 becomes of more
importance. For the French franc and the Dutch guilder, the highest expected
return is reached at an inflation differential of about 8% and 1% respectively,
after which the negative expected jump size dominates.
Under the assumptions of market efficiency and rational expectations,
the expected return is equal to the ex-post risk premium. However, the
determination of the premium strongly relies on the form of the specification
of the model and the assumption that the true model has been known to the
market. It is likely that in the early years of the EMS, market participants
had to learn about its mechanisms. If, for example, they would have known
the size of the devaluations in advance, they would probably not have invested
in the French franc in 1981-1982, or they would have demanded a higher
interest rate (as they did in 1983, see figure 4.1).
On the right hand scale the variance, conditional on the inflation dif-
ferential, is depicted. The variance is influenced to a large extent by the
inflation differential. For the French franc for instance, the conditional vari-
ance is about 16 times higher for a inflation differential of 9% than for a
situation with a zero inflation differential. Although the differences for the
other currencies are less severe, considerable differences are found for all of
them.
The estimated risk premia /^ = /?( - êf are given in the graphs of figure
4.3. The risk premia are highly volatile reflecting the volatility of the ex-
change rates. They have been positive most of the time for the French franc
and the Italian lira. For these currencies, the magnitude of the premium has
been in the order of several percentage points on an annual basis for sus-
tained periods. On several occasions, the risk premium even reached a level
of over 50% on an annual basis. These extremely high premia are due to the
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high conditional variance (due to the GARCH effect) after realignments.
Finally, we note that alternative variants of the model have been esti-
mated too. The model in which the inflation differential is included in the
mean equation (4.2) as well yielded less satisfactory results than the above
model. Including the trade balance or the cumulative inflation differential
since the last realignment in (4.1) did not lead to an improvement either.
This is probably due to multicollinearity. A model in which the inflation dif-
ferential enters into the mean equation (4.2) instead of the volatility measure
5D yielded satisfactory results but for theoretical reasons, the above model
which links excess returns to volatility was preferred.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a model for the weekly excess returns on four EMS exchange
rates against the D-mark was presented. The structure of the model is sim-
ilar to that used in previous analyses of the behavior of the exchange rates
themselves (see chapter 3). But the present model goes further as it ex-
plains excess returns through volatility. The model is a MA(1)-GARCH(1,1)-
Bernoulli-normal jump process with a mean that depends on the position of
the currency in the fluctuation band of the EMS and on volatility, and with a
jump intensity that depends on the inflation rate differential. This GARCH
in mean-type model performs remarkably well compared to other GARCH
in mean models used in finance.
Two major sources for the excess returns are found. The first is uncer-
tainty, measured by the conditional standard deviation of the excess returns,
which is influenced to a large extent by the inflation differential. The second
source for excess returns is the continuously changing perceived realignment
risk. These changes cause the excess returns to be negatively correlated
and induce a positive relationship between the position of spot rate in the
fluctuation band and the expected excess returns. However, this does not
necessarily mean that the market is inefficient. It merely points towards the
fact that the market does not always correctly predict the timing of deval-
uations, which is hardly surprising. Abnormal returns generally arose when
the timing or size of a parity realignment was not correctly assessed by the
market.
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The model describes the empirical regularities in excess returns remark-
ably well. It incorporates the linear relationship between expected returns
and volatility and the nonlinear relationship between excess returns and the
inflation differential, a major economic fundamental, in a very satisfactory
manner. It performs remarkably well in explaining at least in part the ob-
served excess returns in terms of increased volatility and increased inflation
differentials, a finding which is very much in line with the efficient market
hypothesis.
Estimates of the risk premium based on the model show that premia are
substantial and highly volatile, reflecting the changing uncertainty present
in the EMS. These findings are at variance with those of Svensson (1992b)
and Beetsma (1992), who find that the foreign exchange risk premium for an
imperfectly credible exchange rate band with devaluation risk is respectively
of moderate or of small and constant size. From a macroeconomic point of
view, understanding the dynamics of risk premia is important as the high
interest rates associated with large risk premia can lead to an economic
slowdown.
Although risk premia are not completely explained by economic funda-
mentals, our results show that this can at least be partly achieved. Compared
with earlier results for free-float currencies, this result is encouraging. The
differences are probably due to the fact that EMS currencies always move in
the direction of the fundamentals (if they move) whereas free-float currencies
might be more frequently subject to speculative bubbles (see figure 2.1) which
conceal the relationship between risk premia and economic fundamentals.
It should be realized however, that ex-post returns represent both risk
premia and deviations between the expected and realized future spot rate.
Our results for the MA term and the position in the band show that the
market has not always correctly assessed the probability of a realignment.
This might very well mean that the market expectation of the future spot
rate was systematically biased. In the next chapter, we will use survey data
on exchange rate expectations in order to be able to separate risk premia
from systematic expectation errors.
Chapter 5
EMS credibility and risk
premia using survey data
5.1 Introduction
The driving force behind the models for the exchange rates and the excess
returns discussed so far, is the market uncertainty about future realignments.
In order to investigate whether this factor was indeed important, we will
take a closer look at the behavior of market expectations over time. More
specifically, we will examine the extent to which market expectations within
the EMS were compatible with fixed parities. For this purpose, we will use
survey data on EMS exchange rate expectations between December 1985 and
August 1991 for the Dutch guilder, Belgian franc, French franc, Italian lira,
Spanish peseta and British pound, relative to the D-mark.
The survey data enable us to investigate the influence of the fluctuation
band on expectations by replicating and extending the simplest test of target
zone credibility (Svensson, 1991) as well as by testing the basic prediction of
the target zone literature (based on credibility), that the spot position within
the band and the expected change in the exchange rate will be inversely
correlated.
Although there is some evidence that the EMS had become more credible
between 1985 - 1991, interest differentials appeared to persist, indicating
that the system was not fully credible. As already suggested in the previous
chapter, the persistence of intra-EMS interest differentials probably reflected
risk premia. The availability of the survey data now allows us to construct
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an ex-ante measure of the risk premium, which is not affected by possible
expectation errors. We investigate the relationship between the ex-ante risk
premium on the one hand, and the inflation differential relative to Germany
and a measure of survey uncertainty on the other.
The plan of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2 we describe actual
EMS exchange rates and interest rates as well as the expected exchange rates
according to the survey data which we use in our study. In section 5.3 we
address the credibility issue. EMS risk premia are examined in section 5.4
and our conclusions are presented in section 5.5. _,"• ?
5.2 Data-description ^
Business International Corporation has been conducting a monthly survey
of exchange rate expectations covering a number of currencies relative to
the dollar and the D-mark since late 1985. The results of these surveys
are published in its Cross Rates Bulletin. For publication purposes, survey
participants are asked a few days prior to the end of the month to fax three,
six and twelve month ahead expectations of a number of currencies with
projections being made from the beginning of the following month.
The approximately thirty participants of the survey are treasurers of
multinationals and private banks in four of the world's continents. Although
not all participants will provide their views regarding a particular currency,
the response rate is at worst 60 percent. The Cross Rates Bulletin reports
the geometric mean forecast of the responses received, thus minimizing the
effect of extreme forecasts. Unfortunately disaggregated respondent data is
not available, although the standard deviation of the respondents' expecta-
tions and the spread between the highest and the lowest forecasts is reported.
In table 5.1 we report the actual change, the expected change in the exchange
rate and the interest differential relative to Germany for the European cur-
rencies.
Several interesting findings stand out from table 5.1. Although no for-
mal statistical tests have been conducted, differences in the statistics for the
expectations data and the interest differentials suggest the presence of a con-
taminating factor, which is by definition the risk premium. Moreover, both
the expected and the realized exchange rate changes exhibit nonnormality.
Therefore robust testing procedures will be used throughout the chapter.
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Apart from the expectations, all data are taken from Datastream. Spot exchange
rate quotations originate from Barclays bank. Interest differentials are computed
from Eurodeposit rates with a twelve month maturity as reported in the Financial
Times. Survey responses for the Spanish peseta began in November 1986.
* (**) indicates significance at the 10% (5%) level (assuming normality).
5.3 EMS credibility
Credibility or insufficient credibility has a profound effect on exchange rate
expectations in Europe and is a key aspect of the functioning of the EMS
target zone. Full credibility of a semi-fixed exchange rate regime like the
EMS requires convergence of the economic fundamentals of the participating
countries. As stressed in De Grauwe (1992), credibility is closely linked
to the analysis of the costs and benefits of relinquishing the exchange rate
as a policy instrument. If a country suffers from an external shock, the
exchange rate might be the least-cost instrument to adjust the economy. If
the government concerned has not yet build up a great reputation for keeping
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fixed parities, economic agents will anticipate a devaluation and adjust their
inflation expectations, thereby further worsening the effects of the shock
on the economy. Over the eighties the European Monetary System had
witnessed a noticeable convergence of the economic fundamentals (see figure
3.1), as a result of which it is widely held in the literature that the EMS
had gained credibility (e.g. Frankel and Phillips, 1991; Ungerer, Hauvonen,
Lopez-Claros and Mayer, 1990; Weber, 1991). This was also reflected in the
diminished jump probabilities in the exchange rate models of chapter 3.
In this section we assess the credibility of the EMS by means of Svens-
son's (1991) simple test of target zone credibility. Using the 12-month' euro
interest differential of the various EMS currencies relative to the D-mark, we
compute the implied expected exchange rate one year ahead and investigate
whether this exchange rate forecast lies within the EMS fluctuation band. If
the EMS band is perceived by the market to be fully credible, the current
actual exchange rate and the future expected exchange rates should both be
within the EMS target zone boundaries. This is true even if there are risk
premia, since the maximum risk in the absence of devaluations is bounded
by the upper fluctuation margin so there is no reason not to exploit interest
rate differentials that exceed the maximum depreciation within the band.
In addition to using interest differentials, we use the actual exchange rate
prediction for one year ahead, taken from the survey data. These exchange
rate predictions provide a direct and concise test for assessing EMS credibil-
ity.
In figures one to six we have plotted the actual EMS exchange rates
relative to the D-mark, the fluctuation bands, the exchange rate forecast
implied by the interest differentials and the actual exchange rate prediction
from the survey data set^.
In figure 5.1 the Belgian franc is plotted relative to the D-mark. Sev-
eral points are noteworthy. First, the survey expectations are very volatile,
reflecting the constantly changing perceived realignment probabilities. Sec-
ond, it took until April 1990 for the Belgian franc to become credible within
the EMS. In that month the German government agreed on the terms of
monetary conversion and union with Eastern Germany, to be enacted July
'As stressed by Svensson (1991, 1993), tests of credibility should preferably use long
term expectations.
•*The expectations, shown at say January 1990, represent predictions for January 1991.
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2, 1990. An important ingredient of this monetary union was the conversion
rate at which the old East German mark was converted into D-mark. Prior
to the unification one East German mark traded at a rate of 6 East marks
for 1 West mark in the black market. Nevertheless, the German authorities
decided to use a 1:1 conversion rate for East German wages^. Apparently
this rate and especially its consequences like a drastic deterioration in East
German industries after the unification were viewed as highly problematic
in the EMS foreign exchange rate market. Market participants therefore ex-
pected a strengthening of the Belgian franc relative to the D-mark. These
first two points are visible for all the other currencies as well. Third, in
June and July of 1990 the exchange rate forecasts based both on the interest
differentials and on the survey data move further towards the center of the
official fluctuation band of the Belgian franc. In addition to the effects of the
German unification, this increase in credibility appears to be at least partly
the result of the declaration of the Belgian central bank in June 1990 that
maintaining the Belgian franc - D-mark exchange rate would be its main
policy target.
In figure 5.2 the French franc is shown relative to the D-mark. Although
the last realignment of this currency was in early 1987, interest differentials
and survey forecasts indicate that it took until April 1990 for the French
franc to become credible. This increase in credibility probably reflects the
French declaration in March 1990 never to devalue again.
In figure 5.3 the Italian experience is presented. As is apparent, the
Italian lira's position in the EMS was not perceived to be credible at any
time during the sample period. Both the expected exchange rate based on
survey data and the expected exchange rate based on the interest differential
lie outside the fluctuation bands. From this point of view it is not surprising
that the lira had to devalue in September 1992. The surprising thing is that
this devaluation did not occur any sooner.
In figure 5.4 we have plotted the Dutch experience. As is evident from the
graph, the Dutch guilder has been credible during the whole sample period,
according to expected exchange rates based both on interest differentials and
on the survey data.
In figure 5.5 the Spanish experience is presented. This experience is
relatively fresh since Spain only joined the exchange rate mechanism of the
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EMS on the 19th of June 1989. Despite this relatively short period, several
interesting phenomena become clear from the graph. First, according to the
interest differentials and survey data, the Peseta's band was credible from
the start. The peseta probably benefitted from the reputation of the EMS
that devaluations were no longer common practice. Second, more or less
immediately after joining the exchange rate mechanism, the Spanish peseta
moved to the lower part of the 6% fluctuation band, reflecting the strength
of this currency*.
Finally, in figure 5.6, we present the results for the UK pound. The pound
joined the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS on the 8th of October 1990.
This had a noticeable effect on exchange rate expectations and interest rates.
Moreover, it appears that the British pound had been credible since then
according to the various measures.
In summary, we find that the Dutch guilder has been fully credible over
the sample period December 1985 to August 1991. For the Belgian and
French francs full credibility in the EMS setting dates only from April 1990,
after which expectations for these currencies are consistently within the fluc-
tuation band. The Italian lira appeared not to be credible at any time during
the sample period: both the forecasts based on interest differentials and the
forecasts of the survey data appeared to be frequently above or below the
fluctuation band. The two newcomers in our sample, the Spanish peseta and
the British pound, appeared to be credible from the start. One reason why
these newcomers were perceived to be credible might be the known political
resistance to realignments. Both the number, and the average magnitude of
the realignments had decreased over the years. Although the main reason for
this reduction had been the economic convergence of the economies, it was
also quite clear that this convergence was far from complete, especially for
the Italian lira. With the Danish rejection of the Maastricht treaty in June
1992, the optimism on the functioning of the EMS started eroding. Tensions
continued to build up and reached a climax before the French referendum
in September 1992. Italy and the UK experienced severe speculative attacks
on their currencies, which led to the suspension of their membership from
the system. These events clearly showed that a devaluation can be forced
strength of the peseta was probably due to the very high Spanish interest rates.
According to economic indicators such as inflation or trade deficits, the peseta should have
been a weak currency.
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upon politicians, if the market believes this to be necessary. The intriguing
lesson from these recent developments is that credibility, built up in many
years, can easily vanish if the underlying fundamentals in the participating
countries are not converging and/or if the authorities are not clear on the
priority given to exchange rate stability.
In addition to the simplest target zone credibility test, we also test
whether EMS exchange rate behavior conformed with the basic predictions
of the standard target zone models based on credibility, as developed by
Krugman (1991). The target zone literature starts from the observation that
due to the forward looking nature of rational agents the presence of an ex-
change rate band exerts an influence on the current movements of exchange
rates. By adopting a continuous-time framework, assuming normal innova-
tions and a band from which the exchange rate cannot escape, Krugman
(1991) showed that the relationship between economic fundamentals and the
exchange rate should be S-shaped. The presence of the band and possible
intervention by the monetary authorities drives the exchange rate away from
the edges towards the center of the fluctuation band. Hence in a fully credi-
ble target zone one would expect to find a negative correlation between the
spot position of the exchange rate in the band and the expected change in
the exchange rate^.
While the target zone literature provides an intuitive account of the in-
fluence of the band, the empirical validity of these models has not been
undisputed. Meese and Rose (1990) test both parametrically and nonpara-
metrically for the presence of the nonlinear terms introduced by the regulated
Brownian motion but fail to turn up evidence in favor of these terms. At-
tempts by other researchers to detect the S-shape have not been successful
either.
We use survey data to directly test for the negative correlation. In table
5.2 we present the correlation between the spot position and the expected
change for the periods December 1985 to August 1991 and April 1990 to
August 1991. We used interest differentials as well as the survey data to
make forecasts of the exchange rate changes.
As the table shows, we failed to find evidence for a negative relationship
between the spot position and the expected change in the exchange rate
for the period December 1985 to August 1991. For the sub-period April
*For an extensive overview of the target zone literature, see Svensson (1992a).
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1990 to August 1991, however, we do find significant evidence of a negative
correlation. Using the survey expectations, we find a negative correlation
for all currencies, except the Spanish peseta. The results for the interest
rate data are less convincing. Here we find a significant negative correlation
for the Dutch guilder and the French franc, whereas the negative sign for
the Italian lira is not quite significant at the 10% level. However, all the
correlations over the latter period are smaller than over the whole sample
period, indicating an increasing credibility. In summary, we find evidence
suggesting that exchange rate behavior within the EMS has conformed more
closely to the predictions of target zone models since April 1990 and that
exchange rate expectations within the EMS are influenced by the band.
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• Correlations for the Spanish peseta and the British pound are com-
puted with data from June 1989 and October 1990 onwards respec-
tively.
• * (**) indicates significance at the 10% (5%) level (assuming normal-
ity).
The results reported in table 5.2 are somewhat stronger than the ones
obtained by Frankel and Phillips (1991). They computed the same correla-
tions, using survey data on the US dollar over the period February 1988 to
July 1991. They found only meager evidence of a negative correlation. The
differences might be caused by the use of cross-rates in their study and/or
by differences in the sample period.
Although the figures and results in table 5.2 seem to suggest that the EMS
had gained credibility between 1985 and 1991, considerable EMS interest
differentials persisted. In a fully credible fixed exchange rate regime one
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would expect interest differentials to disappear over time. To deal with this
issue, we compare interest differentials with exchange rate expectations, the
difference of which is by definition equal to the risk premium.
5.4 EMS risk premia
Starting point in our analysis of EMS risk premia is the definition of covered
interest parity, which equates the interest differential to the forward discount.
Defining 5, as the natural log of the spot exchange rate (domestic currency
per unit of foreign currency) at time 2, and /«,*+* as natural log of forward rate
at time t for delivery at time <+&, t(,*+jt as the interest rate on a eurodeposit
in domestic currency at time £ and maturing at time i+fc, and i't+t as the
equivalent interest rate on the foreign currency, then the covered interest
parity relation may be stated as
Assuming market efficiency and rational expectations (and asymmetric risk,
see the discussion in section 4.2), the forward exchange rate is equal to the
expected future spot rate plus a risk premium, rp( <+jt (see Hodrick and Sri-
vastava, 1984). Equation (5.1), may therefore be restated as follows
As is evident from equation (5.2), the risk premium is by definition equal
to the difference between the interest differential and the expected change
in the exchange rate. As already described in the previous chapter (see also
Dornbusch, 1991), the nature of this risk premium is primarily of the "peso-
type" (Krasker, 1980). The argument goes as follows. When some weak
EM3 members in the past decided to start following the macroeconomic
policies required to converge to Germany, the anchor country, it took some
time to convince financial markets of the country's true commitment to the
announced policy. Simultaneously, monetary authorities were constrained by
their own policies, because devaluations to account for the current inflation
differentials would jeopardize the adjustment itself. As a consequence, stable
exchange rates - as an indicator of actual policy - were still accompanied
by relatively high interest differentials, reflecting the possibility of a policy
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turn-around and an associated devaluation of the weak EMS currency^. In
order to investigate the relevance of this argument, the relationship between
the risk premium and economic fundamentals that influence the devaluation
probability will be examined.
Apart from the results in the previous chapter, empirical evidence on risk
premia in foreign exchange markets, documenting economic explanations, is
extremely scarce. Giovannini (1990), for instance, finds that his measures of
the risk premium can explain little, if any, of the interest differential. One
major drawback of most previous studies on the risk premium was that these
relied on ex post measures of the premium. These results are only valid if
the realized future spot rate is an unbiased measure of the expected future
spot rate. Especially in the presence of a peso problem, the consequences of
this assumption might be severe. The available survey data now allows us
to construct an ex-ante measure.
In table 5.3 we present the results of fitting a regression of the risk premia
on its lagged values and the lagged inflation differential. As the inflation
differential was shown to be a significant variable for the ex-post risk premium
in the previous chapter, it is also expected to be of influence for the ex-
ante measure. The inclusion of lagged premia follows Wolff (1987) who finds
evidence that premia denominated in US dollars are correlated. The past year
inflation differential is lagged by two months since consumer price statistics
arc released with a six to eight week delay.
The F test statistic indicates the existence of fourth order autocorre-
lation for the Spanish peseta and the British pound. This does not make
the results inconsistent however, although robust standart errors have to be
used. Therefore, the t-values were computed using the Newey-West (1987)
procedure.
In accordance with our findings on the ex-post EMS risk premium in
chapter 4, we find significant results for the effect of the inflation differential
on the risk premium for the Belgian franc, the French franc and the Spanish
peseta^. We fail to find evidence for the Italian lira. Another interesting
feature, reported in table 5.3 is the significantly positive intercept for sev-
*This argument suggests that the system is not fully credible.
^The finding of a significant inflation effect is also in accordance with the findings of
Rose and Svensson (1993), who found the inflation differential to be the only fundamental
determining the market expectation of a realignment.























































































• The sample consists of 67 monthly observations from February 1986 to August
1991, except for the Spanish peseta for which the starting date is November 1986.
• P-values and heteroskedasticity and fourth order autocorrelation consistent f-values
are between brackets and parentheses respectively.
• The F test statistic is a heteroskedasticity consistent test for fourth order autocor-
relation (see Wooldridge, 1990).
eral currencies. This probably reflects the German anti-inflation reputation.
Even in the absence of actual inflation differentials, the D-mark is preferred
to the other currencies.
Inspired by the significant influence of the trade balance in the exchange
rates models of chapter 3, the trade deficit was added as an explanatory
variable, but it was found to be statistically insignificant. Another candidate
for the premium might be a dummy variable measuring a structural change
since April 1990. As we expect the risk premium to be related to devaluation
risk, one might expect a structural change in the premium after the EMS had
gained credibility in this month. However, no significant change was found
for any of the currencies. A possible explanation for this lack of significance
might be the multicollinearity with the inflation differential. The entrance to
the ERM did not seem to have a significant effect either, both for the British
pound and for the Spanish peseta.
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• For notes, see table 5.3.
In table 5.4, the effects of heterogeneous expectations in the survey are
also taken into account. In Frankel and Froot (1990) it is shown that dis-
persion in expectations, measured by the percentage standard deviation,
Granger-causes market volume and volatility. If survey dispersion and mar-
ket volatility are really positively related, one should expect this dispersion
to influence the risk premia as well. Since the survey standard deviation
was no longer reported from mid 1990 on, we used the spread between the
highest and lowest value as a measure of survey uncertainty. The results are
somewhat mixed. Although all the coefficients on survey uncertainty have
the expected positive sign, only two out of six are significantly different from
zero (at the 5% level)^. The results for the inflation differentials in the equa-
tion for the risk premia improve significantly for the British pound, so that
a highly significant inflation effect on the risk premium is now found for four
out of six currencies.
limited significance of the survey spread could be due to changes in the response
rate, which introduces differences in the survey uncertainty measure, unrelated to market
uncertainty.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, survey data on EMS exchange rates between December 1985
and August 1991 were used to investigate EMS credibility and risk premia
for the Dutch guilder, the Belgian franc, the French franc, the Italian lira,
the Spanish peseta and the UK pound. It was found that, except for the
Italian lira, the hypothesis of the simplest test of target zone credibility can
not be rejected for the period since early 1990. The results for the Belgian
and French francs are especially interesting. For both currencies it appears
that, despite the fact that the last realignment was in early 1987, it took until
April 1990 for their position in the EMS to become credible. The observed
increase in credibility in this month is probably partly due to the expected
weakening of the D-mark as a result of the announcement on the terms of
monetary conversion and union with East Germany.
As an additional test of EMS credibility, it was investigated whether
exchange rate behavior within the EMS was in line with the basic prediction
of the target zone literature, that the expected depreciation of a currency
will be inversely correlated to its position in the band. This was shown to
hold for the Dutch guilder, the French franc and the Italian lira since early
1990.
Although the system had become more credible over the sample period,
interest differentials within the EMS persisted. This probably reflected the
presence of risk premia. We explicitly investigated EMS risk premia and
found for four out of six currencies statistically significant relationships be-
tween the ex-ante risk premium and the inflation differential relative to Ger-
many. These results are very much in line with the findings for the ex-post
risk premium in the previous chapter. Using totally different data (monthly
instead of weekly; survey expectations instead of realizations; yearly premia
instead of weekly) and techniques, the inflation differential is shown to be a
significant determinant of the risk premium in both specifications.
Although our sample period was characterized by growing credibility, the
developments following the Danish and French referenda on the Maastricht
treaty have clearly shown that this credibility was not lasting. In the next
chapter, this sudden loss of credibility will be the subject of investigation.

Chapter 6
German interest rates and the
European Monetary System
6.1 Introduction
In August 1993 the European Monetary System all but collapsed due to
speculative attacks on almost all participating currencies. The relatively
small fluctuation margins of ±2.25% for the bilateral rates were (at least
temporarily) enlarged to ±15%, except for the Dutch guilder D-mark rate.
The liberalization of capital flows had made the system extremely vul-
nerable for speculation. In September 1992 this had already led to successful
speculative attacks on the Italian lira and the British pound, which led to
the abandonment of these currencies from the system. There is however an
important difference between these currencies and the ones that were under
pressure in the summer of 1993. Both the Italian lira and the British pound
were probably overvalued. For the lira this was due to sustained higher in-
flation rates than Germany, which had led to a real appreciation of the lira
against the D-mark of almost 40% since 1979. For the British pound, the
overvaluation was probably due to the very high rate under which the pound
joined the exchange rate mechanism. This rate was generally seen as too
high. The speculative attacks on the Spanish peseta and the Portuguese es-
cudo might also be explained from overvaluation due to sustained inflation
differentials. However, the pressure on the Belgian and French francs, the
Danish krone and the Irish punt can not be explained from overvaluation.
For several years, the inflation rate for these currencies was lower than the
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German one (see figure 3.1). Moreover, trade balances were historically high
(figure 3.2), so there was no clear sign of lack of competitiveness.
If lack of competitiveness was not the reason for the attacks, what than.
The removal of capital controls surely made the system vulnerable for spec-
ulation, but for it to be successful there has to be agreement among specu-
lators on the target. In the financial press, the high German interest rates
are viewed as the main reason for the pressure in the EMS. The argument
goes as follows. As the expected depreciation of the D-mark is limited by
the fluctuation band*, interest rates of the countries participating in the ex-
change rate mechanism can hardly be lower than German ones, due to the
uncovered interest parity. As long as the German inflation rates were lower
than the ones in the other ERM countries, this was not much of a problem
since real interest rates could still be relatively low. Now German inflation
rates have risen above the ERM level however, the uncovered interest parity
condition leads to very high real interest rates in the other countries. These
high rates are especially problematic since the economic conditions in most
European countries are not very good. GNP growth rates are zero or even
negative, and unemployment rates are rising. That this was seen as a major
problem can be deduced from especially French attempts to lower domestic
interest rates, among others by official statements that the German interest
rates had to be lowered as well.
If the high German interest rates are indeed a major cause for the in-
creased tensions, the consequences for the EMS might be severe. The Ger-
man unification meant large inflationary pressures, primarily in Germany.
At the same time, it increased the opportunities for especially the German
industry. Although the EMS is not yet a monetary union, the consequences
of this asymmetric shock are very similar. The German unification resulted
in such asymmetric developments within Europe, that the different countries
would prefer different monetary policies. The European community became
even less an "optimal currency area"*. A change in the parities would not be
of help in this situation, since it would not change domestic interest rates.
An enlargement of the fluctuation band might have been inevitable in this
'Due to the reputation of the Bundesbank, the probability of a devaluation of the
D-mark can be considered zero.
•*For the assessment of the European Community as an optimal currency area see
Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1993), Eichengreen (1992) and De Grauwe and Vanhaverbeke
(1991).
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case. Furthermore, the desirability of the European Monetary Union might
come into question.
In order to investigate this possibility we need a good measure of the
interest rate, the ERM countries would have preferred if they should not
have been constrained by the German interest rate. However, in practice,
we do not observe these domestically preferred interest rates since interest
rates are almost entirely based on the uncovered interest parity condition
with the D-mark. In this chapter, the observed German interest rates will
be used to assess an optimal interest rate policy. A reaction function for the
German call money rate will be estimated, accounting only for the response
to the domestic German situation, and this reaction function will then be
used to determine the "optimal" interest rate in the other ERM countries.
Thereby, it will be implicitly assumed that the Bundesbank is both able and
willing to determine its own interest rates, regardless of the rest of the world.
Furthermore, it will be assumed that the central banks in the other ERM
countries would have reacted according to the same reaction function if they
could have followed a fully independent monetary policy themselves.
First it will be investigated whether German interest rates were indeed
historically high since the German unification, given the domestic German
situation. Second, the same reaction function will be used to simulate the
"optimal" interest rates in the other ERM countries, based on their domestic
situation. Third, the difference between this simulated rate and the expected
German call money rate, which can be interpreted as an indicator of the costs
of losing monetary independence due to the membership of the ERM, will
be used as an extra explanatory variable determining the jump probability
in the model for weekly exchange rate changes, developed in chapter 3.
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6.2 A reaction function for German interest
rates
6.2.1 Relevant variables in the reaction function
Before formulating a reaction function for the German monetary policy, it
is important to realize the purposes of this function for our investigations.
These purposes are twofold. First, we want to investigate whether the Ger-
man monetary policy changed, due to the German unification. Second, we
want to compare the German interest rate with the interest rate the other
European countries would prefer, given their domestic situation. Especially
this second purpose constrains the possible candidates for this reaction func-
tion since only variables reflecting domestic circumstances are to be included.
Moreover, these variables should be easily comparable between countries.
The main goal of monetary policy of the Deutsche Bundesbank is to
ensure the stability of the price leveP. Furthermore, the Bundesbank has
to support the economic goals of the Federal Government as long as this
does not conflict with its primary task. These goals comprise among others
balance of payments equilibrium, a high level of employment and a reasonable
economic growth rate. In order to achieve these tasks, the Bundesbank has
several instruments at its disposal in the form of discount policy, lombard
policy, open market policy and the minimum reserve policy.
In this chapter the German call money rate will be modeled. The main
reason for choosing the call money rate is the importance of this rate for
the other ERM countries. Market rates are of direct interest for the other
countries, whereas for instance the German discount rate is only important
through its effect on the market rates. Moreover market rates are easily
comparable between countries, whereas for instance discount rates are not
since the importance of discount rates depends on the conditions under which
banks can make use of these rates. The call money rate is the most appro-
priate market rate to model in a reaction function since it is more directly
influenced by the central bank than longer term rates.
As price stability is the main objective, the inflation rate will be an im-
portant factor in the reaction function. Price stability can also be controlled
in the long run by means of the money supply. Since 1985 the Bundesbank
^Paragraph 3 of the 'Gesetz iiber die Deutsche Bundesbank, 1957'.
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publishes official targets for broad money (M3). However, the money supply
is only an intermediate objective and in practice, policy has concentrated
more on the final target, that is the inflation rate, than on the money sup-
ply (see Schàchter and Stokman, 1992). Moreover, since our objective is to
translate the German reaction function to other ERM countries, the money
supply might not be very suitable, since the velocity of money might be
different for different countries.
The macro variables unemployment and GDP growth rate are difficult
to interpret. It is most likely that what is considered "reasonable" changes
through time. Moreover, not only the present state matters, but also, or even
more, the expected development of these variables in the near future. In our
model, these variables will be represented by a business cycle indicator. This
indicator also incorporates expected future developments and might be less
sensitive for the changing perceptions of reasonable growth and unemploy-
ment. A relationship between the business cycle and interest rates does not
necessarily mean that the Bundesbank neglects inflation during a recession.
It is very likely that expected inflation is lower during a recession so that
interest rates can be lowered ceterus paribus, without endangering inflation
targets.
As to the target of balance of payments equilibrium, we decided to use the
current account surplus as a percentage of GDP. A current account deficit is
expected to result in higher interest rates, in order to decrease demand and
as such imports. Previous studies (see among others Schàchter and Stokman,
1992), found this variable to be of more importance than the basic balance.
However, for our purpose there might be a problem with this variable as
the interpretation of a current account deficit might be different for different
countries.
Balance of payments deficits (or surpluses) might also be due to struc-
tural deviations from purchasing power parity. These deviations might for
instance be due to sustained higher interest rates in Germany than abroad.
If this is really the case, current account deficits might better be responded
to by means of a decline in interest rates. In several studies this possibility is
circumvented by including the US dollar interest rate as an extra explanatory
variable. However, as our main objective is to determine a "desired" interest
rate, based only on domestic circumstances, we will not include this variable.
In order to validate this decision, we have to assume that the German Bun-
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desbank is both able and willing to determine its own interest rate policy,
regardless of the rest of the world. In the literature, there is some evidence of
this German dominance hypothesis. Henry and Weidmann (1993) found that
since the German unification, German interest rates are no longer influenced
by interest rates in both France and the US. Before the unification however,
there was both a long run (cointegration) and a Granger causal relationship
from the US interest rates to the German interest rates, and vice versa. This
study does not include variables other than interest rates, so it might be the
case that the causal relationships are the result of a third factor affecting
both interest rates in a similar fashion (for instance oil price changes).
Finally, German interest rates might also be influenced by the other coun-
tries in the European Monetary System. Again, these reactions are assumed
to be absent. This is valid under the asymmetry assumption. Several stud-
ies have confirmed this asymmetry within the ERM, meaning that German
interest rates cause interest rates in other ERM countries, but not the other
way around. Biltoft and Boersch (1992), find support for this assumption,
especially since 1987, using Granger causality tests on daily data. Bruneau,
Dauphin, Jondeau and Nicolaï (1992) use the concept of neutrality (tests for
zero terms in the long-run impulse response function) to assess the asymme-
try in German and French interest rates. They also find evidence in support
of asymmetry. Henry and Weidmann (1993) also confirm asymmetry using
both Granger causality tests, neutrality tests and long-run (cointegration)
test on daily data.
To conclude, we specify the reaction function as a relationship between
the German call money rate on the one hand and the inflation rate, a business
cycle indicator and the current account on the other.
6.2.2 Econometric issues
In order to find a proper functional form for the above specification, we
first take a look at the data. Table 6.1 contains augmented Dickey-Fuller
statistics for the German call money rate (r<), the inflation rate (m/<), the
business cycle indicator (6uS() and the current account as a percentage of
GDP (curf). The sample consists of 135 monthly observations from April
1979 (the start of the ERM) to June 1990. The end date is chosen this way
since in July 1990 the German monetary union with its conversion rate of one
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East-mark for one D-mark was enacted''. This conversion rate, which was
decided on against the advise of the Bundesbank, was generally seen as highly
problematic since it was not in line with East German productivity levels.
This unification might very well have led to a change in the German interest
rate policy as East-German (consumptive) demand became an important
extra source for inflation.










• The sample consists of 135 monthly observations
from April 1979 to June 1990.
• The test was performed with a constant, a trend
and three lags of the differenced series.
• The 10% critical value is -3.15.
As shown in table 6.1, all series investigated contain a unit root, meaning
they are difference-stationary. If there exists a linear combination of these
variables that is stationary, these variables are said to cointegrate. This com-
bination then determines a long-run "equilibrium" since actual developments
can only deviate from this relationship in the short run but not in the long
run (otherwise the combination would not be stationary).
Since the introduction of cointegration (Engle and Granger, 1987) it has
been one of the most important research areas in both theoretical and applied
econometrics. On the theoretical side many different approaches have been
advocated for the efficient estimation and testing of cointegrating relation-
ships. In an overview, Phillips and Loretan (1991) investigate the different
approaches from the viewpoint of efficiency, both asymptotically and in fi-
nite samples. Campbell and Perron (1991, 1992) provide rules the applied
researcher should follow when modeling cointegrating relationships. Despite
these (and other) overviews several questions remain unanswered. Among
these is the question whether we should start with a full system based on an
unrestricted vector autoregression (VAR) or with a partial or single equa-
tion framework (see Urbain, 1993 for an example). The unrestricted VAR
""Using data up to October 1989 (before the fall of the Berlin wall) or March 1990
(announcement of the terms of the unification) only did not significantly change the results.
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approach, proposed by Johansen (1988, 1991) and Johansen and Juselius
(1990) has the advantage of being asymptotically efficient and that restric-
tions are easily checked. Partial systems however are easier to handle since
they are of a lower dimension. Moreover, if the number of cointegrating re-
lations is correctly assessed and weak exogeneity conditions are satisfied, it
can be shown that partial systems have similar optimal properties (Johansen,
1992; Boswijk, 1992). Incorrect exogeneity assumptions however, invalidate
any subsequent inference.
For our analysis, we are only interested in a reaction function for Ger-
man interest rates, and not so much in a model for inflation. So preferably
we use the single equation framework. In order to statistically validate this
approach, we first have to check whether there is only one cointegrating rela-
tion between these variables, and whether the weak exogeneity assumptions
hold. Moreover, we will use our model for the German interest rates to pre-
dict interest rates in both Germany and the other ERM countries by means
of dynamic simulations, conditional on the observed inflation rate, business
cycle indicator and current account. This conditioning is only meaningful if
interest rates do not Granger cause the conditioning variables. This means
that the conditioning variables have to be strongly exogenous for the inter-
est rate (see Engle, Hendry and Richard, 1983). Therefore, we will start
our analysis from the unrestricted VAR. First it will be checked whether the
number of cointegrating relations is indeed one, then the strong exogeneity
assumptions will be tested by means of the Mosconi-Giannini (1992) proce-
dure. If these assumptions are not clearly rejected, we will proceed with a
single equation error-correction model.
6.2.3 Empirical results
The starting point of the system approach, advocated by Johansen, is the
unrestricted Gaussian VAR of the Ar-dimensional vector time series £<, written
in error correction form
p-i
Aarj = /x + nx(_i + 5 ] I\Ax,_, + e,
where e< denotes a fc-dimensional normal variate with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix S. The number of cointegrating relationships is given by the
rank of the II matrix. This rank can be estimated by computing the empir-
ical canonical variâtes of X(_i with respect to Ai j , corrected for short term
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dynamics and deterministic components. The number of significant canoni-
cal correlations can be determined by means of a sequence of likelihood-ratio
(L/?) statistics whose limiting distribution is a function of vector Brownian
motions (see Johansen, 1988, 1991). Table 6.2 shows the Li? statistics 'trace
test' and 'maximum eigenvalue' for our data. The difference between the two
tests is the alternative hypothesis against which is tested. The trace test has
the full rank (A;) as its alternative whereas max. eigenvalue tests rank(Il) < j
against rank(II) = j + 1. The order of the VAR system was determined at
three, based both on likelihood ratio tests and the Akaike information cri-
terion. Seasonal dummies and a linear trend were found to be insignificant,
so they were excluded. The maximum eigenvalue tests indicates the pres-
ence of one cointegrating relationship between these four variables (at the
10% level), whereas the significance level for one cointegrating vector for the
trace test is just above the 10%. These low significance levels might be due
to the clear ARCH effects in the call money rate, which badly affects the



















• The tests were performed with a VAR order of 3,
a restricted constant and no seasonal dummies.
• * (**) indicates significance at a 10% (5%) level.
The finding of just one cointegrating relationship is the first condition for
a single equation analysis to be appropriate. Next, the exogeneity properties
are examined. Given the rank of the II matrix (r), II can be written II = a/3',
where both a and /? are (r x fc) matrices of full column rank. The rows of /?'
are the cointegrating vectors while columns of a contain the factor loadings,
i.e. the weights of the cointegrating vectors in the different equations. A
variable is said to be weakly exogenous for a particular cointegrating rela-
tionship if the corresponding element of a is zero for this variable. If the
right number of cointegrating relationships has been determined, restrictions
on a or ^ can be tested by means of x^ distributed likelihood ratio statis-
tics. Since for our analysis, absence of Granger causality is also required,
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we will test simultaneously for restrictions on a and the short term dynam-
ics. This can be done by means of the Mosconi-Giannini (1992) procedure,
which explicitly takes account of the cointegration rank both under the null
and the alternative hypothesis. The appropriate test statistic for this case,
which is x^(10) distributed, is 19.914, so the strong exogeneity assumption
is rejected at the 3% level. This rejection is probably due to the current
account which does not seem to be weakly exogenous for the cointegrating
relationship. However, the importance of the current account in the system
can be questioned since null restrictions on the concerned elements of the /3
and/or F matrices are not rejected at the 5% level. We will proceed with a
single equation error correction model to test for the significance of the cur-
rent account for the interest rate. Weak exogeneity and Granger causality
will be tested for (see Boswijk, 1992, Chapter 5).
Table 6.3 contains results for three different single equation error correc-
tion models. The first is the unrestricted interest rate equation of the system
approach, conditional on the weak exogeneity of the other variables.
where z,' = {m/^, 6uS(, curt}', z'< = {^i,^}' and where 7, is a rowvector of
the appropriate order. The weak exogeneity hypothesis is clearly rejected,
using both the Lagrange Multiplier (LM-weak, see Boswijk, 1992, chapter 5)
or F-form of the Wald statistic (F-weak, see Johansen, 1992). The hypoth-
esis of no Granger causality is not rejected. These results are in accordance
with the results from the multivariate analysis. As the data clearly ex-
hibits ARCH-like heteroskedasticity and non-normality, heteroskedasticity-
consistent covariance matrices were used. The VAR order of three seems to
be appropriate to model the short term dynamics, as the F-test for residual
autocorrelation is not significant. The assumed change in policy after the
German unification is not detected by the Chow test.
As to the coefficients of the model, we see that none of the short term
dynamic variables is significant individually. F-tests for joint significance of
sub-sets of these variables were also found to be insignificant. That is why we
re-estimated the model without the differenced variables. The models for the
conditioning variables were not changed. The results are shown as the second
model. The results are very similar. The weak exogeneity assumption is even
more strongly rejected. This rejection is primarily due to the current account
German tn<eres< rates and* tne /European Monetary System 103




































































































































• The sample consists of 135 monthly observations from April 1979 to
June 1990.
• P-values and heteroskedasticity-consistent ^-values are in square brack-
ets and parentheses respectively.
• F-autoc. and F-ARCH are F-tests for seventh order autocorrelation
and ARCH effects respectively.
• F-Chow tests for predictive failure for the sample 90:7-93:6.
• £A/-weak and F-weak are the LA/ and the F-form of the Wald statistic
for weak exogeneity (Boswijk, 1992, Chap.5). They are computed with
heteroskedasticity-consistent covariance matrices.
• F-Granger is a heteroskedasticity-consistent test for the joint signifi-
cance of Ar,_i and Ar<_2 in the marginal models of the conditioning
variables.
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equation. The influence of the current account on the interest rate can be
questioned however. The absence of weak exogeneity makes traditional in-
ference on the error-correction coefficients invalid, so the t-value of -0.85 is as
such only an indication that the current account is not a significant variable
for the interest rate. However, also after a correction for endogeneity of cur<
(see Boswijk, 1992, chapter 6.3.2)^, the coefficient remains insignificant. The
lack of significance might be due to the fact that there has been a current
account surplus for most of our sample, whereas earlier research (see among
others Schàchter and Stokman, 1992) indicates much stronger results for a
deficit than for a surplus. Moreover, as the influence of the current account
on the desired interest rate policy might very well be different for different
countries, we decide to drop the current account as an explanatory variable.
That brings us to our final model, indicated (3). For this model the
weak-exogeneity hypotheses are no longer rejected. Granger causality is no
problem either, so we can use the model for dynamic simulations. There are
strong indications for ARCH-effects and non-normality however. This makes
the estimators less efficient, but not inconsistent, although robust standard
errors have to be used. The deletion of the differenced variables has not led
to significant correlation in the residuals.
As to the coefficients, both the inflation rate and the business cycle indi-
cator significantly influence the interest rate. The magnitude of the inflation
parameter (1.38), which can be interpreted as the long-term semi-elasticity
of inflation, is very much in line with earlier studies on the German discount
rate. Black (1983) found a long-term semi-elasticity of 1.21, using data for
1963 to 1979 and Willms (1983) of 1.31 for data from 1973 to 1982. The
speed of adjustment of the interest rate to its "long-run equilibrium" is only
5.2% a month. This means that it takes more than a year before only half
of an adjustment is realized.
The overall fit of this reaction function is shown in figure 6.1, which com-
pares the actual call money rate with a dynamic simulation. This simulation
is based on the actual values for inflation and business cycle and the pre-
dicted value for the interest rate. The reaction function seems to explain the
actual developments rather well. The sudden increase in the interest rate in
1981 was not predicted. This increase was due to a sharp rise in the interest
^This updating formula for the long term parameters is only available for homoskedastic
normal standard errors, which makes the results difficult to interpret for our case.
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rates in the United States, due to a change in monetary policy after Reagan
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The German unification has not immediately led to a change in the in-
terest rate policy. Only at the end of 1991, the call money rate starts rising
above the predicted value. Since then, the actual rate has been 1.5 to 2%
higher than predicted from the reaction function over 1979 to June 1990.
This does not necessarily mean that the Bundesbank has been over anx-
ious for inflation lately. The German unification, with its very large capital
transfers to Eastern Germany, became a very important extra source of in-
flation. The German inflation rate has indeed risen to relatively high figures
of over 4%. So, a change in the interest rate policy might very well have
been appropriate from a domestic point of view. One might even say that
the Bundesbank was rather late in its response.
This extra source of inflation is of course only important for Germany
and not for the other ERM countries. However, within the exchange rate
mechanism of the EMS higher German interest rates have to result in higher
interest rates in the other countries as well, due to the uncovered interest
parity. In the next section, the consequences for the EMS of this asymmetric
shock will be investigated.
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6.3 Implications for other EMS countries
6.3.1 The desired interest rate from a domestic
perspective
In this section, the reaction function of the Bundesbank will be used to
determine the preferred interest rate, solely based on domestic circumstances,
for the other European countries. This domestically preferred rate will then
be compared with the German interest rate. The membership of the exchange
rate mechanism restricts the European countries in their monetary policy.
The importance of this loss of monetary independence depends among other
things on the extent to which the preferred monetary policy from a domestic
point of view conflicts with the policy induced by the system.
The extent to which a German reaction function can be used to determine
the optimal policy for other European countries might be questionable for
a number of reasons, so the results should be interpreted carefully. Given
the low inflation reputation of the Bundesbank, it is very well possible that
other central banks would prefer a lower interest rate than the Bundesbank
in similar circumstances. Furthermore, different preferences may also be due
to differences in the effectiveness of the monetary policy. Also, it should be
realized that Germany inflation was at most 7%, so the functional form of
the reaction function might be different for high inflation levels.
Notwithstanding these pitfalls, it is still interesting to compute the re-
sulting interest rates for the other countries, if it is only to show that French
complaints on the German interest rate do have some ground. Furthermore,
if the European Monetary Union is to be created, there can only be one
interest rate for all the participating countries. Therefore, it is important to
know whether the preferred interest rate is similar across countries.
In figure 6.2, the simulated call money rates for the different ERM coun-
tries are shown, together with the corresponding actual rates and the German
rate. Several things are striking in these charts. First of all, the fit of the
simulated rate is remarkably good for several currencies, although the very
wild short term fluctuations are not mimicked. This indicates that most of
the time, the "optimal" interest rate from a domestic point of view did not
conflict with the restrictions imposed by the exchange rate system.
Second, for most countries the actual call money rate was slightly lower
than the simulated rate. This might reflect the anti-inflation reputation of the
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Bundesbank. By joining the ERM, the European countries could "borrow"
this reputation, thereby lowering the cost of a disinflationary policy. This
was generally seen as one of the main benefits for the European countries of
joining the ERM (see Giavazzi and Pagano, 1988). In October 1990 this was
also one of the main arguments for the UK to participate in the system.
Third, the good fit stops somewhere in the nineties after which the sim-
ulated interest rate is lower than the actual rate, and even lower than the
German call money rate for most countries. The difference between the sim-
ulated and German rate generally increased to sometimes more than 3%.
Since the reputation of the Bundesbank is such that the probability of a
devaluation of the D-mark can be considered zero, interest rates of ERM
countries can hardly be lower than German ones, due to the uncovered in-
terest parity. In the nineties, this restriction was indeed binding for several
ERM countries. So, there are indications that the German interest rates were
problematically high for the other ERM countries. For several countries this
might very well have been one of the reasons for the speculative attacks on
their currencies, resulting in even higher domestic interest rates. This is very
clear for the Irish punt but also for other currencies.
The extent to which these high interest rates were perceived by the market
to be problematic depends also on the benefits of the ERM. As inflation
levels in most European countries had already been reduced to German levels
or even more, the argument of borrowed reputation from the Bundesbank
had lost its importance. Stable exchange rates are of course beneficial in
themselves, but this is primarily so for small open economies with their main
trading partners in the ERM area, i.e. Belgium and the Netherlands.
The decision to devalue or to suspend membership of the ERM is above all
a political one. This implies that not only economic circumstances determine
the probability of a speculative attack, but also the more or less subjective
political interpretations of this reality. Tensions in the ERM only began to
rise after the rejection of the Maastricht treaty in the Danish referendum
of June 1992. They reached a climax just before the French referendum,
which predicted outcome was also close to rejection. By that time French
and British authorities were openly complaining about the interest rate pol-
icy of the Bundesbank, thereby stressing the costs of their membership. The
Netherlands on the other hand, always followed the Bundesbank without
complaints. Being a small open economy, there seem to be no doubts at all
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about the benefits of a credible peg with the D-mark, although this policy
resulted in relatively high interest rates since 1988. For a long time, there
seemed to be agreement on this subject in Belgium as well. In August 1993
however, this episode ended with the "Leuven coup". Economists from the
Leuven University started a public debate on the desirability of the Belgium
membership of the ERM^. Although the authorities firmly rejected the possi-
bility of suspending membership, this debate at least temporarily destroyed
the credibility of the Belgian franc.
6.3.2 An econometric model for the exchange rate
In order to assess the impact of these high German interest rates on the ERM,
the difference between the expected German rate and the simulated rate will
be included in the exchange rate model developed in chapter 3. There it
was shown that weekly exchange rate changes of the currencies participating
in the ERM could be modeled by means of an MA(1)-GARCH(1,1) error-
correction jump specification. Since the jumps represent (anticipations for)
realignments, the probability of a jump was made a function of economic
fundamentals that influence the devaluation probability, i.e. the inflation
differential with Germany and the trade balance surplus. These two funda-
mentals have both to do with the competitiveness of a country and as such
were very successful in explaining most of the tensions within the ERM un-
til 1992. The recent tensions however, can not be explained from external
weakness. In order to investigate whether the level of the German interest
rate was causing the problems, the difference (if positive) between the ex-
pected German call money rate (using one month ahead predictions based
on the estimated reaction function) and the simulated European currency
rate will be included as an extra explanatory variable, determining the jump
probability. This difference can be interpreted as an indicator of the costs of
losing monetary independence due to the membership of the ERM.
The resulting probability of a jump (A«) reads as
A, = 1 - (1 + exp(Ao + A.^m/d^g + A^6(_8 + A^rdi_i))~', (6.1)
The costs of high interest rates are probably more important for Belgium than for
other ERM countries due to the very high public debt.
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where tn/<2t_8 denotes the inflation differential between the concerned coun-
try and Germany, <6(_g the trade balance surplus of this country and rd,_j
the difference between the expected German interest rate and the simu-
lated interest rate for the European country, if this difference was positive:
n/ = m a x ( 0 , £ ( r ° " ) - r * " ) . All these variables were only available on a
monthly basis. In order to get weekly data, a linear interpolation was used.
A time lag was used since information on these variables does not become
immediately available.
One might also consider the difference between the simulated interest rate
and the actual call money rate for a particular currency as explanatory vari-
able. The level of the domestic interest rate is what matters, so it might be
a more direct measure than the German call money rate. There are however
several reasons why the domestic call money rate might not be suitable for
our purpose. First of all, as can be seen from figure 6.2, the call money rate
shows much volatility for several countries. The large peaks in the call money
rate are probably due to speculative attacks against a currency, and as such
might be a leading indicator for an upcoming devaluation. However, jumps
are not only caused by devaluations, but also by large movements within the
band. Since rises in the interest rate and depreciations occur simultaneously
if the market panics, the interest rate can not be a leading indicator for these
jumps. Second, the influence of the call money rate on the jump probability
will be completely dominated by the extreme values, especially for the Irish
punt. Third, a high domestic interest rate does not indicate the reason, that
is an expected devaluation or a high German interest rate.
The other equations of the model are identical to the ones in chapter 3.
They will be repeated here for clarity. The resulting model for the logarithm
of the exchange rate (st) is given by
As, = /i + ^(s-c),_, + A<0 + ^A- iCt - i + £«, (6-2)
where /i is the intercept, C(_i is the logarithm of the central parity, Dj_i
is a dummy variable that takes the value 0 if the currency was devalued in
period / — I, and 1 otherwise. Aj# denotes the contribution of the jumps to
the exchange rate change. # is the mean jump size, and A< is the probability
of a jump, as shown in (6.1).
The disturbance £( is distributed as
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Conditional on no jump, which has probability 1 — A(, £( is normally distrib-
uted with expectation — A(0 and variance /i^, otherwise the expectation is 0
higher (the mean jump size) and the variance <5^  higher (the variance of the
jump size). To model the time-varying volatility /i^  is given a GARCH(1,1)
specification (see Bollerslev, 1986)
A? = ao+ a,e?_,+/?&?_,. (6.4)
This model, combining equation (6.1) to (6.4) can be estimated by maximum
likelihood. The results of this are shown in the next section.
6.3.3 Empirical results
In table 6.4 the empirical results are shown for the Belgian and French francs,
the Danish krone and the Irish punt. Only these currencies were considered
since these currencies have been under pressure lately (unlike the Dutch
guilder), their simulated interest rate was considerably lower than the Ger-
man one, and they have participated in the system long enough to be able
to identify the parameters (for instance for the parity reversion term). Posi-
tivity of the variance parameters was enforced by estimating the square root
of these parameters.
For all currencies there is a significant parity reversion tendency ((/> < 0),
which is in the order of 1.8% to 2.9% a week. This is probably due to the long
episode without realignments between 1987 and 1992. Also very striking is
the strong significance of the negative moving average term (V>)- This can be
explained from the existence of the fluctuation band in combination with the
difficulty to rightly assess the timing of a devaluation. If the market expects
a currency to devalue in the upcoming week, this currency will strongly de-
preciate this week to the top of the band. If this currency is not devalued
the next week, it can not depreciate further. Very likely, the assumed prob-
ability of a devaluation will decline again, and the currency will appreciate,
thereby partly offsetting the depreciation of the week before. The MA term
sufficiently models the correlations in the mean since the Ljung-Box statistic
(LBe(27)) for 27th order autocorrelation, computed on normalized residuals
(see appendix A), is not significant for any of the models.
As to the coefficients determining the jump probability, not all the pa-
rameters are significantly different from zero. This lack of significance has
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primarily to do with multicollinearity, especially between the inflation dif-
ferential and the trade balance. For the Danish krone, this even resulted in
an inflation coefficient of the wrong sign (although not significant), which
was remedied by restricting it to zero. The joint significance of the inflation
differential and trade balance coefficients can be deduced from the Wald and
£/? statistics for the hypothesis A,n/d = A<t = 0. This hypothesis is always
rejected for both statistics.
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• The sample consists of 749 weekly Wednesday observations from April 4, 1979 to
August 4, 1993.
• P-values and heteroskedasticity-consistent <-values are in square brackets and paren-
theses respectively.
• Wald and Lfi are Wald and likelihood-ratio statistics for the hypothesis: A,n/j =
A,» = 0.
• The Ljung-Box statistics IB,, and LB^, Skewness and Excess kurtosis are computed
on normalized residuals (see appendix A)
• x^(29) is an adjusted Pearson-type goodness-of-fit test, computed on a classification
in 30 cells (see appendix A).
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An expected German interest rate above the simulated European country
rate leads to an increase in the jump probability for all currencies. For the
Belgian franc, the coefficient (A d^) is not significant. The reason for this
lack of significance is probably the timing of the speculative attacks on the
Belgian franc. It took until August 1993 before the Belgian franc came under
pressure, so only in the last week of our sample. The rest of the 1991 - 1993
period under which the expected German interest rate was higher than the
simulated Belgian rate, the Belgian franc was one of the strongest currencies
of the system. For the Danish krone, the coefficient is just not significantly
different from zero. The limited significance for this currency is probably due
to the fact that the highest differential between the simulated Danish and the
expected German interest rate was realized in the first half of 1992 (see figure
6.2), whereas the speculative attacks came later (after the referendum).
Figure 6.3: Jump pro6a6î/z7ies
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In figure 6.3 the resulting jump probabilities are shown. For all curren-
cies the jump probability was high in the early eighties, due to large trade
deficits and high inflation rates relative to Germany. These high probabilities
generally reduced during the eighties, due to improving trade balances and
the increased economic convergence between the countries. In 1991 - 1992
the probabilities start rising again, except for the Belgian franc, due to the
high German interest rates.
The mean jump size (0) is positive for all currencies, which is in accor-
dance with the positive skewness found in the data (see appendix B). This
positive skewness is appropriately modeled since there seems to be no skew-
ness left in the normalized residuals. If a jump occurs, the mean depreciation
is about 1% larger than otherwise. The variance of the jump size (<S^ ) how-
ever, is very high compared to its mean, so that jumps should not only be
associated with large depreciations, but also with large appreciations. The
influence of the jumps on the volatility of the exchange rate is most impor-
tant.
The GARCH(1,1) specification is quite successful, although an ARCH(l)
specification would do just as well for the French franc and the Danish krone.
For the Danish krone, the /? parameter was deleted since the positivity re-
striction created problems with the convergence and with the estimation of
the numerical hessian matrix. For the Irish punt, the GARCH(1,1) specifica-
tion is probably not appropriate since there are significant autocorrelations
left in the squared normalized residuals (see Lflc2(27)).
The overall fit of the models is quite reasonable. The x*(29) statistic
is the adjusted Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit test (appendix A). Only
for the Irish punt there is evidence against the model. From the computed
excess kurtosis statistics it can be seen that there is still some excess kurtosis
left for the Belgian franc and the Irish punt.
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6.4 Conclusions
The main purpose of this chapter was to investigate what went wrong with
the European Monetary System in the summer of 1993. Was the abolishment
of capital controls in itself enough to destabilize the system, or were there
economic reasons for the collapse of the system. Since many observers held
the Bundesbank at least partly responsible, the investigation was concen-
trated at the German interest rates. Two sub-questions were asked. First,
were the German interest rates indeed high, both from a domestic and a
European point of view. Second, is there any statistical evidence that these
high interest rates destabilized the EMS. Both questions were affirmed.
In order to investigate the reasonability of the German interest rates, a
reaction function for the Bundesbank was specified determining the German
call money rate over the period April 1979 to June 1990. Using the single
equation error correction framework, a significant relation was found between
the call money rate on the on hand and the inflation rate and a business cycle
indicator on the other. With this model, a dynamic simulation was performed
using actual inflation and business cycle data, and the predicted call money
rate. From the end of 1991 on, the German call money rate was 1.5% to
2% higher than predicted from the above reaction function. This might have
been the result of the extra inflationary pressures resulting from the German
unification.
When the above reaction function was applied to data for the other ERM
countries, the simulated interest rate, which can be interpreted as the desired
interest rate based only on domestic circumstances, was already lower than
the actual German call money rate since 1991 for most countries. The differ-
ence between the two generally increased to sometimes more than 3%. Since
the uncovered interest parity condition with the D-mark makes it impossible
for ERM countries to lower their interest rate far below the German one,
the high German interest rates were indeed problematic for the other ERM
countries.
The significance of this problem was investigated by including the differ-
ence (if positive) between the predicted actual German call money rate and
the simulated ERM country rate as an explanatory variable in the model for
weekly ERM exchange rate changes developed in chapter 3. For three out
of four currencies investigated, the difference increases the probability of a
jump. Here, by a jump is meant an extra draw from a normal distribution,
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with a positive mean (on average a depreciation) and a high variance (an in-
crease in volatility), which can be interpreted as results from panic reactions
due to devaluation expectations, or as realignments themselves.
So, our main conclusion is that the German unification destabilized the
European Monetary System. This major asymmetric shock resulted in a
different preferred monetary policy for Germany than for the other ERM
countries. Since Germany is the center country of the system, the system
came under severe pressure. What this means for the future working of the
system and for the creation of the European monetary union remains to be
seen. The current recession in Germany also reduces the optimal interest
rate in Germany, thereby tightening the gap in optimal interest rates. In the
longer run however, the growth capacity of Eastern Germany will presum-
ably lead to relatively high economic growth rates and (demand) inflation in
Germany compared to the other countries. Europe does not seem to be an
optimal currency area any more (if it ever was).
Chapter 7
Summary and conclusions
In this thesis, the working of the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS has
been described. For this purpose, five empirical studies have been conducted
to study the behavior of exchange rates and risk premia in the ERM. Within
the ERM, the exchange rates are restricted to stay between relatively small
fluctuation margins. The theoretical literature, as discussed in chapter 1,
mainly focusses on the stabilizing effects of these bands. Instead of inter-
vening, it is also possible to adjust the central parities however, so that the
bands are moved, provided that all ERM members agree. In this thesis, it is
argued and shown that this possibility of a realignment affects the exchange
rate movements even if no realignment occurs.
As the size of the parity adjustments can be very large, especially if a
currency is clearly overvalued, and since the timing of a devaluation is ex-
tremely difficult to predict, market participants are reluctant to invest in a
weak currency. Therefore, the interest rate on this currency has to be rela-
tively high. Moreover, the announcement of negative news items concerning
this currency can easily lead to panic reactions, resulting in sudden large
depreciations within the band and even higher interest rate differentials. As
the costs of keeping the spot rate within the band, in terms of loss of reserves
and high interest rates, can be very high, a sudden depreciation can also be
initiated by the market, to enforce a realignment. The presence of an official
exchange rate band introduces large arbitrage opportunities as the exchange
rate can not smoothly adjust beyond the boundary of this band. Specula-
tors can anticipate a discrete jump in the exchange rate, if the parities are
realigned, which may lead to enormous speculative gains. These speculative
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attacks were eminently present in recent years, and led to the enlargement
of the fluctuation margins in August 1993.
In chapter 2, it was shown that these volatile movements within the band
can, together with the depreciations resulting from the large devaluations,
be modeled by means of stochastic jumps. The jump size was assumed to be
normally distributed, with a positive mean (on average a depreciation) and a
high variance (much volatility). For the intensity, the Bernoulli and Poisson
specifications were compared. The differences between the two were found
to be negligible. Other aspects of the model are an MA specification to take
account of the stabilizing effects of the intervention policy and a GARCH
specification to model the persistence in volatility. Using weekly data on six
ERM currencies in terms of the D-mark, it was shown that these jumps are
very important in explaining the fat tails and the skewness of the distribution
of exchange rates. If the jumps were not included, the negative MA term
was not always detected and the GARCH specification became explosively
nonstationary for several currencies.
As the jumps in our models are related to realignment risk, the probability
of a jump was made a function of economic fundamentals in chapter 3. Both
an inflation differential with Germany and a trade balance deficit were found
to significantly influence the exchange rate, in incorporated in this indirect
way. The models were also modified to include an error-correction term,
measuring the deviation of the spot rate from its central parity. The success
of the models was demonstrated by comparing the mean squared forecast
error of the model, for one to four weeks ahead predictions, with that of the
random walk. Both within and out of sample, all models outperformed the
random walk. Also, the 95% forecast intervals were given. They were much
smaller in the nineties than they were in the early eighties, reflecting the
growing convergence. Finally, the model was used to select weeks in which
it was profitable to invest in the weak ERM currencies. It was shown that
significant excess returns could be made in the foreign exchange market, and
that the result significantly improved if our model predictions were used.
In order to find an explanation for the existence of the excess returns
(deviations from uncovered interest parity), they were modeled themselves
in chapter 4. Using a model specification quite similar to the one for the ex-
change rates, two sources for excess returns were found, namely uncertainty
and changes in the perceived realignment probability. The uncertainty was
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measured by the conditional standard deviation, which was influenced to a
large extent by the inflation differential. This risk-return tradeoff is very
much in line with the assumption of market efficiency and rational agents.
The changes in the perceived devaluation risk caused the excess returns to
be negatively correlated and resulted in a positive relationship between the
position of the spot rate in the band and the expected excess return. As
realignments can result in large speculative losses, these finding do not nec-
essarily conflict with efficient markets either. The expected excess returns,
which under the assumption of market efficiency and rational agents repre-
sent risk premia, were shown to be highly volatile and substantial, reflecting
the changing uncertainty present in the EMS.
The interpretation of excess returns as risk premia is only valid under
the assumption of no systematic forecast errors of the market participants.
In order to disentangle risk premia from forecast errors, survey data on ex-
change rate expectations were used in chapter 5. First it was shown that, at
least until April 1990, most central parities were not perceived to be credi-
ble by the market. Moreover, the survey expectations showed very volatile
behavior, which is in accordance with our assumption of positive and con-
stantly changing perceived realignment risk. Then, the differences between
the interest differentials with Germany and the survey expectations, which
by definition are equal to the ex-ante risk premia, were regressed on, among
other things, the inflation differential with Germany. Although the data
and the techniques were completely different from the ones in chapter 4, a
significant inflation effect on the risk premium was again found.
In chapter 6 the near collapse of the system in August 1993 was inves-
tigated. Almost all participating countries experienced speculative attacks
against their currencies, whereas only some of them were clearly overvalued.
In the financial press, the high German interest rates were viewed as the
main cause. Due to the inflationary pressures resulting from the German
unification, the Bundesbank had raised the official interest rates. The ERM
countries had no choice but to follow the Bundesbank, due to the uncovered
interest parity, although their domestic situation called for a low interest
rate. In order to investigate whether German interest rates were indeed
high, a reaction function for the German call money rate over the period
April 1979 to June 1990, based only on the domestic German situation, was
estimated. By means of a dynamic simulation, it was shown that the German
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call money rate was indeed ±1.5% higher than predicted from the end of 1991
on. When this reaction function was applied to the other ERM countries, the
simulated call money rate, which can be interpreted as the preferred interest
rate based only on domestic circumstances, turned out to be substantially
lower than the German rate since 1990 - 1991. The difference generally in-
creased to sometimes more than 3%. The influence on the exchange rate
mechanism was examined by including the difference between the expected
German interest rate and the simulated European country rate, as an extra
explanatory variable for the jump probability in the models of chapter 3. For
two out of four currencies investigated, the difference significantly increased
the probability of a jump.
So, what do we learn from these exercises. From a purely technical point
of view, the necessity to align an econometric model with reality is once again
demonstrated. In chapter 2, it was shown that a model without stochastic
jumps could not appropriately model the MA-GARCH specification and
in chapters 3,4 and 6 a significant effect of economic fundamentals on the
exchange rate was only found because these effects were modeled by means
of the unprecedented method of endogenous jumps.
From an economic viewpoint, the most important lesson of this thesis is
that official exchange rate bands do not necessarily stabilize the exchange
rate (as suggested by the theoretical target zone literature), as they also
introduce realignment risk. Bearing this in mind, it is interesting to reca-
pitulate recent developments. In August 1993, the fluctuation margins were
enlarged to ±15%. As stressed in chapter 6, the market anticipated that
the European countries were not prepared to bare the high interest rates
resulting from a speculative attack, as they were already complaining about
the level of the German interest rates. The widening of the band was gen-
erally explained as the total collapse of the system. After an initial period
of large depreciations, things do not look so bad after all, however. Most
currencies currently fluctuate again within the relatively small margins of
2.25%. By enlarging the bands, the countries had regained their monetary
independence. By not using this independence to lower the interest rate,
but to stabilize the exchange rate instead, they have largely regained their
credibility. This increased credibility and the fact that the exchange rates
are no longer Oj^ îcia/Zy bounded by small bands, substantially reduced the
probability of a future speculative attack.
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This recent success of wide margins should not be interpreted as a general
solution to the insufficient credibility problem within a target zone, however.
One of the benefits of joining the ERM was to lower the costs of a disinflation-
ary policy, since an exchange rate peg with the D-mark provided the mone-
tary policy with a more credible target. With very wide margins, the presence
of this external target might not be very useful, since substantial monetary
independence remains. Moreover, the political signal of stable exchange rates
now, is not sufficient to remain credible forever as long as economies have not
converged, since current inflation differentials worsen the state. The specula-
tive attacks against the Italian lira in September 1992 clearly illustrated this
point. Capital controls (and timely devaluations) might be more suitable to
alleviate the speculative pressures in these circumstances.
As to the implications of this thesis for the future developments within the
EMS, one can say the following. The dynamic simulations for the interest
rates (see figure 6.2) showed a clear divergence between the German (and
possibly the Dutch) preferred interest rate from a domestic perspective, and
those for the other European countries. From this, one may conclude that the
European union became less an optimal currency area lately. The preferred
interest rate is only one aspect however. Recent developments have shown
that most countries still preferred stable exchange rates within Europe above
a lower interest rate. Within the current system, most of these countries
still have to pay a slight risk premium, due to the possibility of a policy
turnaround, whereas in the European monetary union (EMU) the interest
rate could be lowered to the German level. Therefore, these countries might
very well prefer the creation of the EMU in the short term, from an economic
perspective. For Germany however, the creation of the EMU would mean a
loss of monetary independence since the monetary policy of the system would
no longer be determined by the Bundesbank but by the European central
bank. Following the asymmetric developments in Europe due to the German
unification, this loss of sovereignty might be too high a price, especially if
the "weaker" EMS countries are also to participate.
Remains the question whether there is a need for official small fluctuation
margins before the transition to the EMU takes place. The main advantage
of official small fluctuation margins is that the exchange rate peg provides
the monetary policy with a more credible target since high inflation rates will
sooner lead to a devaluation, which is generally seen as politically undesir-
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able. Now European inflation levels have reduced to German levels (and even
more) however, this credibility device is no longer needed. In these circum-
stances, small fluctuations within wide official margins might be preferred
since official small bands increase the probability of speculative attacks. On
the one hand, small official bands introduce the possibility of predictable
discrete jumps in the exchange rate, if a speculative attack is successful. On
the other hand, the priority given to stable exchange rates is less clear than
in a situation of stable rates within wide official margins.
Appendix A
Simple diagnostic tests for
likelihood functions
A.I Problem setting
Typical stylized facts of high frequency financial data series are fat tails and
conditional heteroskedasticity. That is why non-normal distributions, with
or without a GARCH specification (Bollerslev, 1986) have been widely ap-
plied in the analysis of financial data. Candidate fat-tailed distributions are
among others the Student-^, a normal-Poisson mixture, a discrete mixture of
normals, a generalized error distribution, a normal-lognormal mixture or a
stable Paretian distribution. Since the normal distribution is nested in these
distributions, one can easily test for normality. However, as the other dis-
tributions are not nested, one can not use the standard tests to discriminate
between them (although tests for non-nested hypotheses could be used, of
course).
The selection of an appropriate distribution is particularly difficult since
most diagnostic tests are based on the normal distribution. Although the as-
ymptotic properties under other distributions are sometimes known for these
diagnostics, their behavior in finite samples is mostly unknown. One can of
course simulate the small sample properties, as has for instance been done
for the skewness and kurtosis parameters for the Student-i distribution by
De Ceuster and Trappers (1992), but especially for discrete mixture distrib-
utions it is simply impossible to tabulate confidence intervals since there are
too many parameters determining the distribution.
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Most studies use the value of the log-likelihood function to discrimi-
nate between candidate distributions. However, a high value of the log-
likelihood function does not necessarily mean that the shape of the proposed
distribution resembles the distribution of the data. Although the parame-
ter estimates might be consistent under a wider class of distributions, see
Gouriéroux, Monfort and Trognon (1984), the conditions under which pseudo
maximum likelihood methods are applicable are not always easily checked.
Moreover, as several important applications of these models, for instance op-
tion pricing (Ball and Torous, 1985) or forecast intervals, rely on the whole
distribution, and not just on the first (and second) moment, a Pearson chi-
square goodness-of-fit test might be preferred. This test statistic however,
can not be easily computed for mixture distributions with a time-varying
variance since the statistic requires independent and identically distributed
observations.
In this appendix a simple transformation is proposed to overcome the
problems related to testing models with non-normal distributions.
A.2 Test statistics
A Pearson goodness-of-fit test compares the empirical distribution of the
(standardized) residuals with the theoretical distribution assumed to hold
under the null hypothesis'. This is usually done by classifying the residuals in
cells according to their magnitude. From the theoretical distribution function
the borders of the groups are computed in such a way that the expected
number in each group is the same (although this is not required). The
selection of the number of groups is not evident, but it should increase with
the number of observations at a speed T°^ (Kendall and Stuart, 1967, chapter
30). For independent identically distributed observations it can be shown
that
where 5 is the number of groups, and n, is the number of observations in
group i.
'The same null hypothesis can be tested by means of several other test statistics. For
an overview of the literature on the applicability of these tests in the case of the estimated
parameter, see Heckman (1984).
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A problem with this test statistic for models with a changing variance
over time is that the residuals of these models are neither identically nor
independently distributed. For the normal or Student-t distribution, this
problem can be overcome by standardizing the residuals. For the discrete
mixture distributions however, such a standardization will not be of help
since the standardized residuals of these models still have time dependent
third and fourth moments which depend on the conditional variance.
This problem can be solved by redefining the classifying mechanism of
the residuals. Instead of classifying according to their value, we calculate for
each residual the probability of observing a smaller value. This procedure
implies checking whether the empirical cumulative distribution function is
uniformly distributed:
# o : G( res , ,$ )~( / [0 : 1],
where G(reS(, $) is the value of the cumulative distribution function for resid-
ual t, given the proposed distribution under #o (GO, evaluated at the true
parameters ($). In practice, we do not know the true parameters however, so
we replace them by the maximum likelihood estimates ($), the consequences
of which are discussed in the next section. The sorting mechanism for this
test statistic is:
0 otherwise
For the normal or Student-f distribution, the results of this classifying
mechanism are exactly the same as the ones obtained by grouping stan-
dardized residuals according to value. Instead of using the inverse of the
cumulative distribution function to compute the borders of the groups given
previously set probabilities, this mechanism classifies probabilities computed
by means of the cumulative distribution function.
The goodness-of-fit test requires independent observations. This means
that a rejection of the null hypothesis of this test might be due to depen-
dence in the data, which might be remedied by a modification in the ARMA-
GARCH specification. If the data should be normally distributed, absence
of serial correlation (which is necessary for independence) could be checked
by means of a Ljung-Box or Box-Pierce statistic. Given the fact that there
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is a one to one relationship between the value of a standard normal resid-
ual and the value of its cumulative distribution function, we can compute
"normalized" residuals in the following manner:
rpç" = F~*((7(rvs,, Ôïï TA 2Ï
where F~'(.) is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution
function^. If for instance, for a particular residual, the probability of observ-
ing a smaller value is 2.5%, the corresponding standard normal residual is
-1.96. Under the assumption of a correctly specified model, res" is approxi-
mately standard normally distributed, and all the usual diagnostic tests can
be applied to check this.
Since a testing procedure based on this transformation fully utilizes the
distribution under the null, it will most likely be more powerful than a robust
testing procedure based on standardized residuals (residuals divided by their
conditional standard deviation). These robust tests have to be valid under a
wide range of alternative distributions, whereas the normalized residuals are
known to be normally distributed under the null.
A.3 The estimated parameters issue
A practical problem with the chi-square test (A.I) is that the statistic does
not have a x^ distribution in general if some of the parameters are estimated.
The sampling distribution of the test statistic is influenced by possible para-
meter estimation error. Only if the estimation is conducted on grouped data,
where the groups correspond with the cells used to perform the test, it can
be shown that the statistic is exactly x^ distributed, where the degrees of
freedom is reduced by the number (/:) of estimated parameters. In this case
there is a direct link from the estimation procedure to the outcome of the test
statistic. Chernoff and Lehmann (1954) derived the asymptotic distribution
for the test statistic if the parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood
•*The same transformation was previously proposed by Smith (1985). The use of cu-
mulative distribution functions to transform data from one distribution to another was
already proposed by Pearson (1933).
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based on ungrouped data^:
E ^ . (A.3)
where En, is the expected number of observations, based on the estimated
ML estimators. The Zjs are independent chi-squared random variables with
one degree of freedom and each £,• is an unknown constant in [0,1]. The
size of these constants probably reflects the robustness of the test statistic
to small changes in the parameters and the link between the test outcome
and the estimation procedure. In the estimation procedure based on grouped
data, the test statistic is exactly minimized at the estimated parameters and
therefore all £,s are equal to zero. For the ML estimates however, the link
between the estimation procedure and the outcome of the test is far less
clear, so the £,s might very well be close to one. In a particular sample,
it might even be the case that the ML estimates differ slightly from the
true parameters, but that the test statistic is higher for the estimates than
for the true values. Asymptotically, the magnitude of the £,s will become
unimportant as the number of cells will go to infinity, if increased with the
number of observations at a speed T°^.
In order to investigate the order of magnitude of the £,s, the test statistic
was also computed for other parameter values. Heuristically speaking, it is
only advisable to reduce the degrees of freedom if the outcome of the test is
systematically lower for the ML estimators than for other possible parameter
outcomes. More formally, if:
)/(«)<*« (A.4)
where <7(A", <?) is the test statistic, evaluated at the maximum likelihood es-
timators, and /(u) is the asymptotic density function of the maximum like-
lihood estimator. By integrating out the uncertainty about the parameter
estimators (by means of simulation), the test statistic might be more closely
related to the test statistic for the true parameters.
For most models under investigation in this study, the differences between
the two test statistics of equation (A.4) were small. For some models, the
^Therefore, the statistic is sometimes called the Chernoff-Lehmann statistic.
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the sign of the bias in small samples, it is not clear that the test statistic
is systematically lower when evaluated at the estimated parameters than for
other possible parameter values, so no degrees of freedom adjustment seems
needed. Asymptotically, the number of cells goes to infinity, so the bias
becomes unimportant.
•«*•,••. ! ' . ' :)•
Appendix B
Moments of the mixture
distributions
The distribution of the error term of the Bernoulli jump model with
distributed jump sizes and heteroskedastic normal innovations can be ex-
pressed in the following way
ef"" ~ (1 - A)7V(-A0, A?) + A7V((1- A)0, A? + «').
From this distribution we compute the first four unconditional moments, /if
to /xf as linear combinations of non-central moments of normal distributions.
£(ef"" ) = £[(1-A)(-A0) + A(1-A)0] = 0 = /xf. (B.I)
The second moment can be computed from
so that
^f = (A-A*)^ + £/i* + A<5*, (B.2)
where JS/i^  is the unconditional expectation of /i^, which can be estimated by
its sample mean. For the GARCH(p, ç) specification it is possible to eliminate
.E/i^  and express //® only in terms of the parameters in the model. This is
not done here to keep the result applicable to other variance specifications
as well.
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For the third moment one gets:
Finally, the fourth moment can be deduced from:





/if = (A-A*)0{(l-2A)0* + 3«*}. (B.3)
So that the skewness (M3) is equal to:
+ 6(1 - A)^} 4- 3EA* + 6A«*£fe* + 3A^ (B.4)
and
where V(/^) is the unconditional variance of /i?, which can be estimated by
its sample analog.
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The distribution of the error term of the Poisson-normal mixture has the
following form
From this distribution, the first four unconditional moments, /zf to jjf can
be computed as linear combinations of non-central moments of normal dis-
tributions.
. = 0
j = o •/ •
/xf = 0. (B.5)
The second moment can be derived from *' '•'
so that
^2 = Af + £//l + ÀO , ("•")
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Finally, the fourth moment can be deduced from: : ; • ] ' • : > ;• ;
:; .•-•:!',!• it
S O t h a t I i o « I : ' • ;<> ••!-;• '• i . l : ; ' . . ; ; ; t .
SA' (B.8)
and '
^ , p _ A*f , 3V(/i*) + A0<
JM4 = -—5T-r — o =
Appendix C
Data sources
• Centra/ partîtes: Ungerer et al. (1990), table 4, appended by the au-
thor.
• Surrey exc/ian^e raies: Business International Corporation, Cross Rates
Bulletin.
All the other variables are taken from Datastream:
• Weefc/y Wednesday ezcnanoe rates: London Eurocurrency market (mid-
dle rates). All currencies were measured in the British pound. D-mark
rates were computed assuming perfect arbitrage.
H e^<f7ieso'aj/ interest rates: London Eurocurrency market. For
table 3.6 the one week D-mark interest rates used are offer rates, for
the other currencies bid rates were used. In chapter four, middle rates
were used.
• MonfWt/ consumer prices: International Financial Statistics (line 64).
• Mont/i/y producer prices (for the Irish exchange rate model): Interna-
tional Financial Statistics (line 63).
• Mont/i/y trade èa/ance goures: OECD, Main Economic Indicators, im-
ports and exports in US dollar terms.
• Mont/i/y exc/ianoe rates (chapter 5): middle rate dollar quotations from
Barclays bank. D-mark rates were computed assuming perfect arbi-
trage.
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• Mont/i/y ca// monej/ raies: International Financial Statistics (line 60B).
• Business cyc/e maVcator: OECD, composite leading indicator (trend
restored), detrended by a quadratic trend over 1979:4 - 1993:6.
current account: Monthly Report of the Deutsche Bundes-
bank. .'-.,. s " t i ;;•
Quar<er/y GJ9P: Monthly Report of the Deutsche Bundesbank. To get
monthly data, a linear interpolation was used.
i
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(Summary in Dutch)
Sinds 1979 worden de wisselkoersen van de lidstaten van de Europese Gemeen-
schap gecoordineerd binnen het Europees Monétaire Stelsel (EMS). Voor
de munten die participeren in het wisselkoers mechanisme van het EMS
zijn onderlinge middenkoersen (pariteiten) afgesproken waar de de werke-
lijke koersen slechts in beperkte mate van af mogen wijken. Slechts bin-
nen een smalle fluctuatie band (de doel-zone) mag de koers bewegen. Als
een wisselkoers buiten de doel-zone dreigt te geraken, zijn de monétaire au-
toriteiten verplicht om in te grijpen. Zij kunnen dit zowel doen door zelf
de eigen munt aan te bieden of op te kopen (directe interventies) als door
middel van rente beleid. In de economische literatuur, zoals besproken in
hoofdstuk 1, heeft men vooral gekeken naar de stabiliserende effecten van
zo'n band op de wisselkoers. Als allé EMS lidstaten ermee instemmen is het
echter ook mogelijk om de pariteiten aan te passen. In dit proefschrift zijn
vooral de gevolgen van deze mogelijkheid aan de orde gekomen.
Aangezien de wisselkoersen slechts mogen fluctueren binnen beperkte
marges, leiden veranderingen in onderlinge concurrentie kracht niet onmid-
dellijk tot grote wisselkoers-aanpassingen. Wezenlijke wisselkoers veranderin-
gen zijn alleen mogelijk als de pariteiten worden aangepast. Omgekeerd
betekent dit ook dat voor de bepaling van de gewenste devaluatic- grootte
allé economische veranderingen sinds de laatste pariteits-aanpassing van be-
lang zijn. Zeker als er weinig aanpassingen plaatsvinden of als de verschillen
tussen de landen groot zijn kan dit leiden tot grote pariteits-aanpassingen.
Aangezien bovendien het tijdstip van een devaluatie bijzonder moeilijk te
voorspellen is zal men niet graag beleggen in een overgewaardeerde munt.
De rente op deze munt zal dientengevolge relatief hoog moeten zijn. Boven-
dien zal de aankondiging van negatief "nieuws" omtrent deze munt snel leiden
tot paniek-reacties in de markt, met een plotselinge waardevermindering van
de munt (voor zover mogelijk binnen de band) en nog hogere rentestanden
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tot gevolg.
Deze plotselinge depreciaties binnen de band kunnen ook veroorzaakt
worden door zogenaamde speculatieve aanvallen. Het bestaan van een of-
ficiële band maakt het mogelijk om sprongen in de wisselkoers tot op zekere
hoogte te voorspellen, omdat de autoriteiten de verplichting op zich hebben
genomen om de band te verdedigen. Als de speculanten in staat zijn om een
devaluatie te forceren (door zeer veel van een munt aan te bieden) kunnen
zij daar zeer grote winsten mee behalen. Deze speculatieve aanvallen waren
zeer prominent aanwezig tussen September 1992 en augustus 1993 en hebben
geleid tot het verbreden van de doel-zone.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden tijdreeks-modellen geschat voor verschillende EMS
munten ten opzichte van de Duitse mark. Aangetoond wordt dat grote plot-
selinge depreciaties, als gevolg van devaluaties, paniek reacties of specu-
latieve aanvallen, gemodelleerd kunnen worden door middel van "spron-
gen". De statistische betekenis van een sprong is een extra trekking uit
een normale verdeling met een positief gemiddelde (meestal een depreci-
atie) en een grote variantie (toename van de onzekerheid). Voor wat betreft
de kans op een sprong zijn de Bernoulli en Poisson specificaties met elkaar
vergeleken. Het model is verder gespecificeerd met een "Moving Average"
(MA) en een "Gegeneraliseerd Auto Regressief Conditioneel Heteroskedas-
ticiteit" (GARCH) specificatie. De MA term modelleert de stabiliserende ef-
fecten van de interventie politiek van de monétaire autoriteiten. De GARCH
specificatie beschrijft de tijds-variërende onzekerheid. De resultaten tonen
aan dat de sprongen een zeer belangrijke invloed hebben op de MA-GARCH
specificatie, waarbij de verschillen tussen de Bernoulli en Poisson specificaties
verwaarloosbaar zijn.
In hoofdstuk 3 zijn aan deze modellen twee aspecten toegevoegd. Ten
eerste is de afwijking van de huidige koers ten opzichte van zijn pariteit
opgenomen als extra verklarende variabele in het model. Deze variabele
beschrijft het feit dat de koersen meestal de neiging hebben om naar de
pariteit terug te keren. Ten tweede is de kans op een sprong tijds-variërend
gemaakt. Aangezien de sprongen het gevolg zijn van (verwachte) pariteits-
aanpassingen, is de sprongkans afhankelijk gemaakt van economische vari-
abelen die mogelijk de devaluatiekans beïnvloeden. Het blijkt dat zowel een
positief inflatieversch.il met Duitsland als een handelsbalans-tekort de kans
op een sprong significant vergroot. De modellen zijn geschat over de période
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1979-1990. Met de modellen blijken goede voorspellingen gemaakt te kunnen
worden, ook voor de période 1991 tot September 1992. Naast puntschattin-
gen zijn ook voorspel-intervallen berekend met het model. De intervallen
zijn veel kleiner in de latere jaren van het EMS, hetgeen de toegenomen be-
trouwbaarheid van het systeem weerspiegeld. Bovendien tonen de resultaten
aan dat de meeste devaluaties vooraf gegaan zijn door een voorspel-interval
dat gedeeltelijk buiten de fluctuatie-band lag. Deze devaluaties waren dus
voorspeld door het model. Als laatste toepassing van de modellen is on-
derzocht of het model bruikbaar is bij het voorspellen van winsten in de
wisselkoersmarkt. Daarbij is gekeken naar een belegging in een van de zwakke
EMS munten met geleende Duitse marken. Met behulp van het model zijn de
weken bepaald waarin de te verwachten depreciatie kleiner zou zijn dan het
renteverschil. Voor allé munten blijken met het model zeer goede resultaten
te behalen.
Om een verklaring te vinden voor deze voorspelbare opbrengsten, zijn
de resultaten van deze belegging (renteverschil minus gerealiseerde depreci-
atie) zelf gemodelleerd in hoofdstuk 4. Twee bronnen voor de opbrengsten
zijn gevonden. De eerste is onzekerheid, weergegeven door de conditionele
standaard-deviatie. Het inflatie verschil met Duitsland is een belangrijke
bepalende factor voor deze maatstaf. De tweede bron is het continu ver-
anderende verwachte devaluatie risico. Deze onzekerheid omtrent pariteits-
aanpassingen zorgt voor een negatieve autocorrelatie van de opbrengsten en
een positief verband tussen de opbrengsten en de huidige afwijking van de
wisselkoers ten opzichte van zijn pariteit. De verwachte opbrengsten, die
onder de veronderstelling van efficiente markten en rationele markt partici-
panten gelijk zijn aan risico premies, blijken zeer grillig en van substantiële
omvang. Dit reflecteert de onzekerheid binnen het EMS.
De interpretatie van verwachte opbrengsten als risico premies is alleen
geldig onder de veronderstelling van efficiente markten en rationele verwach-
tingen. Om risico premies te scheiden van systematische voorspelfouten van
deelnemers in de markt wordt in hoofdstuk 5 gebruik gemaakt van enquête
gegevens betreffende wisselkoers verwachtingen. Allereerst wordt aangetoond
dat deze verwachtingen, alsmede de verwachtingen gebaseerd op rentever-
schillen, voor de meeste wisselkoersen buiten de doel-zone lagen tot april
1990. Bovendien blijkt uit de enquête gegevens dat de verwachtingen zeer
grillige patronen vertonen. Deze feiten stemmen overeen met de veronder-
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stelling van positief en continu veranderend verwacht devaluatie risico. Ver-
volgens is de ex-ante risico premie, gedefinieerd als het renteverschil met
Duitsland minus de enquête verwachtingen, gemodelleerd. Hoewel de tech-
nieken en de gegevens totaal verschillen van die van hoofdstuk 4, is een
positief verband tussen de risico premie en het inflatieverschil met Duitsland
opnieuw aanwezig.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt ingegaan op de ontwikkelingen die hebben geleid
tot het verbreden van de fluctuatie-marges in augustus 1993. Vanaf de zomer
1992 heeft het EMS onder zeer grote spanning gestaan als gevolg van spe-
culatieve aanvallen. In September 1992 heeft dit reeds geleid tot het verlaten
van het systeem van de Italiaanse lire en het Britse pond. Deze munten waren
vermoedelijk overgewaardeerd. Sindsdien zijn echter ook vrijwel aile andere
munten (op de gulden en de mark na) onder druk komen te staan. De reden
voor deze speculatieve aanvallen was lang niet altijd duidelijk omdat ver-
schillende van deze munten niet overgewaardeerd waren. In de financiële pers
werden de aanvallen voornamelijk toegeschreven aan de hoge Duitse rente,
die het gevolg was van de inflatoire krachten voortvloeiend uit de Duitse een-
wording. Om deze hypothèse te staven is een maatstaf nodig van wat als een
redelijke rente kan worden beschouwd. Hiertoe is een reactie functie geschat
van het Duitse rente beleid over de jaren tachtig, gebaseerd op het Duitse
inflatie niveau en een conjunctuur indicator voor Duitsland. Als we dit rente-
beleid toepassen op de jaren negentig blijkt dat de Duitse rente vanaf eind
1991 inderdaad ±1.5% hoger te zijn dan verwacht. Dit kan verklaard worden
uit de extra bron van inflatie die de Duitse eenwording met zich meebracht.
Als de Duitse reactie functie wordt toegepast op de andere landen van het
EMS zien we dat vanaf begin jaren negentig deze gesimuleerde rente, die
kan worden geïnterpreteerd als de gewenste rente van binnenlands perspec-
tief gezien, continu daalt. De Duitse rente, die men minimaal moet voeren
om de koers op peil te houden, steeg daarentegen juist. Deze asymmetrische
ontwikkeling leidde ertoe dat de binnenlandse rente in veel Europese landen
substantieel hoger (±3%) lag dan men gegeven de binnenlandse ontwikkeling
zou wensen. Er was dus een economisch motief om het EMS te verlaten. Om
de invloed van deze rente ontwikkelingen op de wisselkoersen te meten is
het verschil tussen de Duitse rente en de gesimuleerde rente (indien positief)
opgenomen als extra verklarende variabele die de kans op een sprong in de
modellen van hoofdstuk 3 be'invloedt. Voor twee van de vier onderzochte
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wisselkoersen blijkt dit verschil, dat geïnterpreteerd kan worden als een indi-
cator van de kosten van deelname aan het EMS, een significante invloed te
hebben op de sprongkans.
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 7 kort ingegaan op de récente ontwikkelingen
in het EMS. Ondanks het feit dat de officiële fluctuatie-banden zijn opgerekt
tot ±15%, bewegen vrijwel aile koersen zich weer binnen de oude smalle
banden. De meeste landen prefereren dus nog steeds een stabiele wisselkoers
boven een iets lagere binnenlandse rente. Door smalle banden officieel af te
schafFen is de kans op een toekomstige speculatieve aanval echter aanzienlijk
verminderd. Ten eerste is het politieke signaal van stabiele wisselkoersen
veel duidelijker bij brede banden (men zou de rente immers kunnen verlagen
zonder gezichtsverlies te lijden). Ten tweede maakt de afwezigheid van een
smalle officiële band een sprong in de koers een stuk minder voorspelbaar.
Het failliet van het EMS blijkt dus verder af dan gedacht.
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